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The 1957 Festival of Perth Committee w a r m l y

wel-

comes this special Festival Issue of "Westerly".
Any cultural festival, w o r t h y of the name, should aim
not merely to give its audiences a representative selection
of the works of different countries and different periods.
In Australia, such a festival

may

rightly

draw

heavily

upon the art of both Europe and Asia, but it w i l l

not

f u l l y serve its purpose if it does nothing to stimulate its
o w n artists and technicians, in music or drama, in pictorial art or literature.
It is surely fitting that publication of this issue of
"Westerly" should coincide w i t h the fortnight's festival of
Australian art, music, radio drama and liferature

which

is the concluding feature in the 1957 Festival of Perth.
From the Contents page the issue promises to maintain
the high standard which its contributors have reached in
all previous issues.

I wish it well and commend it to

readers, in Perth and elsewhere.
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On the
Shies

Open
Policy

IN THIS country even city dwellers arc often wakened
to the welcoming sound of bird songs in the morning.
To be roused by a profusion of melody, and then to
see the birds rejoicing in the freedom of the morning
air—this can rouse the spirit to feelings of rapture.
No wonder that the Romantic Poets have chosen
the lark, the thrush and, the nightingale to symbolise
the nobility of human aspiration.
Their imagery is wasted, however, vmless these
birds may continue to sing. The symbol of sublime
idealism is destroyed if the bird is caged, or its
haunts despoiled by vandals. For the preservation of
the image it is necessary to keep open and free the
skies in which such birds may fly without fear.
But if ideas have wings, they are not imique in
this attribute. While we admire the birds of song, we
can not forget the birds of prey—the hawk, the raven
and the vulture. The open sky is an illusion and a
deception if it is open to these, supposedly on equal
terms with other birds. The destructive bird armed
with beak and claw invariably has the advantage.
Milton may cry "Who ever knew truth put to the
worse in a free and open encounter?", but in reply
it is only pertinent and proper to ask "Who ever
knew truth granted a free and open encounter?"
For every noble idea or high ideal launched on
bright wings from university tower, writer's study, or
artist's window, there waits a hunter with hawk on
wrist. He may be a newspaper proprietor, professional politician, city magnate, or mere blustering
bureaucrat. Whenever a professor voices liberal
opinions, an artist asserts his independence, or a
writer speaks out critically, the bird of destruction
is waiting to attack.
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The "Open Skies" policy, although it may give
greater room for intellectual expression, also exposes
independent thought to various pressures from powerful interests. This is true on every level of an inequitable society.
Examples are easy to find. In an article in this
issue of Westerly Mr. Barcan quotes a statement
"that disadvantages accnie to lecturers who express
publicly opinions unpopular with the administration".
This statement, quoted in a public controversy, was
-lot denied by either the lecturers or the administration to whom it referred. Or consider Professor
Oliphant's remark, also in this issue, that he has
"been taken aside by colleagues, \'^ice-Chancellors
and Councillors and solemnly advised that it was
unwise" of him "to make provocative statements
about the moral problems of the use of atomic euerg\
in war". Many examples of pressure tactics and victimisation could be given at every social level, but
the reader must be aware of some at least from
personal experience or his reading of the press.
Fortunately, however, most birds of prey are
timorous, and will only attack a solitary victim, or
dog the steps of a weakened and isolated traveller.
It is obvious, then, what must be done while present
conditions prevail. A sky full of birds will easily
daunt the most predatory of hunters. Unless he is
prepared to be the next victim, every individual with
an independent mind and conscience must be willin'^
to follow the dictates of that conscience. No sky is
really open where birds are afraid to fly.
It is all too easy to find excuses for inaction when
yet another voice is being stifled: too tempting to
follow the line of least resistance and fritter awav
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intellectual integrity in exchange for economic security and a "quiet life". Then, too late, there comes
the realisation one morning that
The sedge is wither'd from the lake,
And no birds sing.'
Merely waiting to act until intellectual liberties
are under attack is, however, a negative approach.
When ideas may be freely expounded without fear
of destructive or repressive attack, then the policy of
the open skies will no longer be illusory. But to
achieve this a positive approach is necessary.
Vultures belong to the desert, and ravens perch
where trees are barren and bare. Westerly's policy is
based on belief in a sky filled with birds, and the
realisation that this can only be jjossible in a suitable
climate. That is why we try to cover a wide range
of literary and critical opinion, and to enlarge our
list of contributors and readers, for every new medium
of expression improves the intellectual climate.

THIS IS the fourth issue of Westerly, and in the year
since the magazine was first launched we have published articles, stories, poetry and reviews from contributors all over Australia, and even from some
Australians overseas. At the same time circulation
has also been increasing steadily, and Westerly now
has readers throughout Australia—from Hall's Creek
to Hobart. This continued expansion has been made
possible by the co-operation and support of those
writers and readers—to whom we now extend our
appreciation.
We particularly wish to thank, also, Professor
Alexander and the Festival of Perth Committee for
making possible this special Festival issue.

Desmond O'Grady

MATES
T

HE ROOM was bare: a grey concrete box
in which the naked Hght revealed only
wooden benches and a mattress crumpled
against one wall.

A man in dirty grey shorts slouched in, his
head down. He had spent last night squeezed
up in the truck cabin. It had rained then;
it was still raining. He put his bag on the
seat, sat, and leant forward, elbows resting on
his knees. His legs were hairless ; a mild
looking man—pink face, spectacles and silver
hair—like a student, like a small boy awaiting
his head master.
A scrawled notice over the shower room
said: "Welcome Boys!
These rooms are
yours ! Keep them clean !" The man in gre>'
shorts did not notice. He was arched over,
still seeing the white painted road line slip,
slip, under him, into him, winding up into
him so that he felt he must vomit it out of
his stomach. He concentrated on keeping
the head down and firm between his hands,
like a man attempting a meditation under
Kleig lights; he knew that the shaking would
soon stop, that his stomach would stop churning. Already his jellied legs were firmer ; he
tried to ease his corded arms, to breathe
deeply and slowly. A shower would flush him
clean.
He slid a penny into the gas-meter, paused
and thought, fingered underneath the meter.

then with a nail file in the other hand
scratched the penny out again. He cranked,
jerked, cranked in anticipation; a rick and
a judder and the handle would swing only
backwards. He had spiked the hot water
system.
He sidled back to unroll two blankets on
the floor. These rooms are yours. He felt
the plump mattress and lay on top of his own
thin blankets. Already the room was stifling :
a small, high window was the only light in
its blind walls. He waited, unwashed, assured
of his discomfort.
"Some bludger's pinched my clothes."
The door flew open and rebounded from
the wall. Laurie stood there against the rain
and the flashing sky, curly hair, pock-marks
of grease under his eyes. Tlie hoarse voice
of the older man came from under the bench;
"Someone take your good suitcase, Laurie?"
Laurie read aloud with bitter emphasis :
"Welcome boys ! These rooms are yours ! "
He slammed a bruised suitcase on to the
wooden bench. "What's the shower like ?"
"I'm going to wait till the morning, Lavirie
—too tired for one now."
Laurie scattered old clothes on all sides
of the case as he burrowed with impatience
for a towel; then, relaxed and naked, whisthng "I'm Nobody's Sweetheart Now", entered
the shower. The little man stood up, took
Laurie's trousers and slid them between his
blankets. The M'histling broke off on a shrill
peak.
"Some stupid galahs can't work a gas-meter
without mucking it up."
"She busted, Laurie ?" the voice cringed.
"Some stupid galah's managed to cruel it.
Supposed to be frickin-well fool-proof."
The eyes of cockatoo-face glistened through
his glasses. Laurie bellowed sentimental hit
tunes above the cold shower ; the older man
liked Laurie's voice, the songs, the security.
He dozed . . .
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. . . He would turn on the cabin radio to
break the noise of the wheel-whine. Hai-d as
a rock the voice came through—Laurie's—
singing "The Loveliest Night of the Year,"
operatically. The old man reached out and
turned the volume up, unbelieving. The voice
swelled, then cut out; the old man blinked
his tight eyes to see the night road. Swing it
over and roll, roll it back : swing it over and
roll, roll it back. "This road is snakier than
Marilyn Monroe," chuckled the voice in the
box. "Narrow Bridge ahead."
The small man looked at the barred face of
the radio, humped on the floor like a toad.
"S-bend ! Jees ! Don't you see any of these
signs ?" The voice again : "Wake up, granpa !
Ya can't drive at night with eyes like maggots."
He strained in the silence ; what would the
machine say next? When it came it was
Laurie's voice all right; it filled the cabin,
quiet and horrible : "How long do you think
you can bludge on me ?"

He must reach that knob and swiftly turn
it off. There was a ratcheting and a clack;
he seemed to have loosed the whole machine.
The voices of Laurie shouted:
"What'll you maul next. Talk about motor
mechanic. And it would have been an idea
to tighten the load before you started tonight.
Don't want a Laurie-load smashed-up, do
you, eh ? First sleep at that wheel's your
last. Kerr-rist! look where she's dragging
look out you silly old funk keel her up look
out funk !"
. . . He jumped awake. Thunder cracked
outside like the tarpaulin loose on a load.
He was glad of the room, the concrete box.
Nothing to fear ; there, drying himself and
grinning, was the real Laurie, the great
heathen. Good to see Laurie happy ; marvellous build, Laurie.
"You've had, a bad day, Laurie ?"
"Bad as a woman. You bring the cushions
in ?"
"I thought you would . . . "
"You silly old funk. I got to drive the
truck all day and be wet nurse at night'?"
Laurie, sockless in shoes, went out into the
rain, returning with two cushions. The petrolstained one smacked the little man's face and
sprung his glasses awry.
"Wet."
"Course it's wet; everything's wet: shousing the cabin. No and I didn'^t fix it; go out
and fix it yourself if you want to."
The little man lay stiff.
"I hate the road, Laurie."
Laurie did not answer. It was a small
whine, and the small man hoped it would be
lost. Laurie sti-aightened out the mattress.
"God I hate it."
The whine had come again mechanically,
like a prayer.
"You stupid funk! Half-tivoli this afternoon 'cos you can't take the grog. I've pushed
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her through to here with two flats and you
trying to snore on my shoulder. You reckon
you've had the road !"
Laurie upset his case off the bench.
"What'd you do if you wasn't on the road
—where'd you get sixteen notes a week ?
God what a weakie ! How's your dumb mate,
they say, the old bloke. I've had some mates
turn out no good, but save me Christ I can't
stand a whinger. Save me from a no-hoping
whinger."

Laurie banged boots and tins and the case
against the concrete wall and the wooden
form, shocking fine red dust into the air. He
came off his knees and stood up.
"You've got a hundred and ninety miles to
do in the morning and you decide \-ou're sick
of the bloody road. I'll tell you what. I'll
bore hell out of her for the hundred and
ninety myself."
He snapped off the light.
Laurie would try it too.
"I'll be rarin' to do that hundred and ninet\'
tomorrow, Laurie."
Laurie didn't answer. He lay on his mattress, satisfied. He was starting to breathe

deeply and evenly. Soon he would sleep.
"What time'U we set off, Laurie ?"
"When I wake up."
"What time do you want to wake up ?"
"When I've
sick and tired
just startin' to
around if you
right ?"
"All right."

had enough sleep. And I'm
of you waking me when I'm
enjoy i t ; so you can hang
want to till I'm ready. All

"Yair ?"
"Yair."
"Apples ?"
"Apples."
"Uh ?"
"Uh."
The litany trailed off in grunts. The httle
man knew the hours that would pass before
he could sleep. He lay thinking of Laurie
waking drugged and mild with sleep. Of
sliding the trousers out from between his thin
blankets while Laurie searched shower-room
and truck. And the little man enjoyed in
advance that great heathen's satisfaction on
finding the pants, just wherever he chose to
put them.
WESTERLY

Marcus Oliphant

THE UNIVERSITY
AND THE COMMUNITY
Excerpts from an address delivered in Hobart during
"University Week", 1956.

T

HERE are aspects of the Australian way
of life which are inimical to the tender
plant of scholarship.*

R. S. K. Seeley, in his Hazen Lecture for
1947,1 makes remarks which are uncomfortably close to the experience of some Australian universities. He says that there is a
tendency in certain quarters to regard the
university as a public utility whose business
is to serve the whims and fancies of the community. Courses on all sorts of odd subjects
are to be provided if a section of the business, political or religious community demands them. The public is the arbiter of
who can properly be included in a university'
course and of the level of study, while demands are made that some subjects be taught
from a definite political point of view. The
Councils of universities should protect the
scholar from this kind of interference and
should encourage the pursuit of knowledge
and its fearless publication. Unfortunately,
they sometimes lend themselves to the systematic rape of scholarship and are the actual
channels through which political pressures
are brought to bear on a university.

Professor Marcus Oliphant, F.R.S., D.Sc. (Melb.), LL.D. (St.
Andrew's University, Scotland), is Director of the Research
School of Physical Sciences at the Australian National University. For some years he occupied the Chair of Physics at the
University of Birmingham, and in 1946 was the Australian
Representative on the Atomic Energy Commission.
* For a discussion of some developments in New South Wales
See "The University Controversy in Newcastle" on page 11
of this issue.
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Such attitudes are not unknown in older
centres of learning. A Cambridge thinker,
quoted by Moberly,- says: "the rising class is
out for loot. It is contemptuous of tradition
and confident that it has everything to teach
and nothing to learn. Its aim is to appropriate the shell of the university and convert
it to its own uses." This may be an example
of an arrogant nostalgia for an older order,
but unhappily it is very near the truth. Australia reflects, in an acute form, a social
environment which exists almost universally
and which is intolerant of activities which
do not yield immediate dividends in money,
development of industry, sport or entertainment.
No-one now doubts that a university must
train men for the professions and can no
longer restrict itself to imparting a liberal
education; no-one disputes the necessity for
its teaching laboratories, where men are
trained in the basic techniques of science and
applied science; even in the smallest universities at least lip-service is paid to the necessity
to advance knowledge through research. But
Whitehead^ has pointed out that if these
were the only functions of universities there
would be no real need for their existence.
These objectives can be reached at less cost
1. "The Function of the University", Oxford University
Press, 1947.
2. "The Universities and Cultural Leadership", Walker Trust
Lecture, No. XI, Cambridge University Press, i 9 5 1 .
3. "The Aims of Education", Williams & Norgate, 1932.

through printed books, medical and technical
colleges, and research institutes. He goes on
to say that there is one purpose which can be
achieved only by the bringing together of the
mature and young students in the universities: that is to unite young and old in the
imaginative consideration of learning which
illuminates facts.
Is this conception of the university merely
an abstraction to which writers on universities have subscribed for over one hundred
years? Is it, for most modern men, as much
of an impracticable ideal as are the ten commandments? A distinguished physicist from
Canada, to whom I put this question recently,
replied without hesitation that he agreed entirely with those who maintain that it is the
business of the universities to produce good
specialists and that the best contribution
which they can make to the wider fields of
morals, ideals and politics is to keep out. My
Canadian friend's views were shared by an
American scientist, who said that a modern
state-supported university is bound to be
reactionary, and unable to contribute to cultural advance or create the enquiring mind
in matters other than its specialist disciplines
because, being controlled by politicians and
politically-minded Boards of Regents, it must
avoid controversy as it would the plague. I
know that many of my colleagues in Australian universities would take the same
stand, maintaining that it is their task to train
men as well as they can in their respective
disciplines, that time spent on "cultural" discussion is time wasted in the already crowded
curriculum of a non-residential university,
and that in any case such activities are
"dangerous". I myself have been taken aside
by colleagues, Vice-Chancellors and Councillors and solemnly advised that it was unwise
of me to make provocative statements about
the moral problems of the use of atomic
energy in war.
I disagree absolutely with this conception
of the duty of the university. The process of

digestion of factual knowledge, so that wisdom is the harvest, is a co-operative venture
in which discussion at all levels is essential.
We may list what the community should
expect of a university:
(1) That its staff shall be devoted to scholarship and the extension of knowledge through
research and creative thinking.
(2) That its scholars shall train in their recognized disciplines students who have shown
that they have the necessary ability and that
from time to time further subjects shall be
added, if they are needed by the community
and have the necessary intellectual content to
qualify as proper disciplines.
(3) That within its walls there shall be the
freest possible contacts between young and
old, between members of staff and students
of differing disciplines, so that an imaginative
exchange of ideas shall illuminate all its activities.
(4) That it should be part of the community
and not separated from it. The staff of the
university should be known to the leaders
of the community and to all citizens who care
for things of the mind. This involves a very
real effort on the part of the university as a
whole, an effort which has been made by
very few academic men in Australia. The
charge that academic communities tend to be
isolated in ivory towers is too often true,
though the fault lies as much with the community as with the scholars.

A

UNIVERSITY is a living entity and can
thrive only in a community which recognizes that it, too, has responsibilities which
it is prepared to discharge in order to create
a climate suitable for scholarship. The first,
the most important, and the condition most
diflBcult to satisfy in the Australian scene, is
that a university must enjoy the fullest
measure of automony. The university must
govern itself, accepting in exchange for the
financial support it receives from the comWESTERLY

munity the fullest measure of responsibility
and accountability for its management of its
affairs.
Australian governments, Commonwealth or
State, are strongly reluctant to afford the
universities this essential measure of autonomy. When a university is established the
government which has made the decision sets
up a governing body, or Council, on which
it places, as ex-officio members, representatives of Parliament and of various governmental and municipal agencies. Academic
representation is always small. Such a body
is suitable to establish the university, but it
is quite unsuited to manage its affairs once
it is in existence. Men of practical affairs are
unable to believe that scholars can manage
anything, least of all their own institution.
They do not appreciate that Oxford and
"Pelican" block.

Cambridge are administered internally without any direct participation from outside,
despite the fact that nearly three-quarters of
their incomes are grants from the British
Treasury.
In my view the governing body of a vmiversity should consist wholly of academic
members of the university and should be
presided over by the Vice-Chancellor. The
existing Council should be replaced by a
larger body which would review the work of
the university once a year. This Board should
receive and transmit the annual report of the
university to the Government through its
Chairman, the Chancellor. The Finance Committee of the University should be a committee appointed jointly by the Board of
Visitors and the Academic Council. In this
way the government would have full knowledge at all times of the way in which the
university was conducting its business affairs,
but the autonomy of the university would be
guaranteed in all academic matters. The
Vice-Chancellor could be appointed by the
Academic Council only after approval of its
proposal by the Board of Visitors, so that the
government representatives could be satisfied that the executive officer of the university was a person who would enjoy their
confidence.
This proposed reform indicates the degree
of trust which the community must be prepared to place in a university. If scholars
are treated as hired lackeys, who cannot be

"A healthy university is bound
to be the target of criticism. . . "
. . . Socrates ponders.
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trusted to work efficiently except under the
supervision of a Council whose members are
mostly ignorant of modern teaching and research and of the atmosphere in which such
work flourishes, they will react accordingly.
A healthy university is bound to be the
target of criticism, if only because, in these
days of blatant advertisement and propaganda, it must keep alive a passionate belief
in impartial objective study of any question
and in the integrity which comes from the
pursuit of truth. If a university retains the
moral courage to proclaim the truth fearlessly; if it follows the paths of knowledge,
where all issues are presented in proper relation with one another without regard to any
boundaries of politics, nation or creed, it is
certain to offend some sections of society.
What Sir Howard Florey has called the continual "nagging" of a university, and of
members of its staff, is a popular pastime with
some politicians and some sections of the
press in Australia. R. S. K. Seeley has remarked that the rottenness of state and
federal politics, and the activities of pressure
groups, breed in the public mind a distrust
of all groups. The community cannot believe
that disinterestedness and integrity exist. It
is taken for granted that those who try to
stimulate thought in students or the public
are doing so for ulterior motives. The shaking
of a student's assurance is interpreted as
certain evidence of subversive propaganda.

W

E CAN sum up by saying that the university should expect from the community:
(1) A full measure of autonomy enabling it to
manage its own affairs.
(2) Financial support sufficient to allow the
payment of reasonable salaries and the pro-
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vision of proper facilities for teaching and
research.
(3) Understanding of its aims and ideals so
that criticism is informed and constructive
and the university is shielded from outside
pressures.
On my return to Australia after nearly 25
years abroad, I have been amazed to find that
the truly Australian problems attract few in
the universities. Biologists work in the paths
well known and fashionable overseas, instead
of on our own unique plants and animals in
their strange arid environment; the remarkable opportunities for research on the Great
Barrier Reef are scarcely touched; the very
real and urgent problems created by our
federal system attract few social scientists,
nor does the disastrously low standard of
local government in the monopo'istic state
structures. There are unique opportunities
for astronomy, the study of our galaxy (the
Milky Way), which is largely in the southern
skies, but no university teaches astronomy or
has a department of astronomy. Hydrology,
the science of water resources above and
below the ground, receives little attention in
our semi-desert land. The fascinating oceanography of the seas around Australia arouses
small academic interest.
The universities of Australia tend to reflect
the activities of universities elsewhere, a
symptom of the youth of our society. However, they are changing, and will become
more self-reliant and develop greater consciousness of themselves, as national entities,
as they come more closely to grips with
Australian problems. The search for truth
can be as profitable in the relatively unexplored soil of Australia as in the older
homes of civilized man.
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Alan Barcan

THE UNIVERSITY
CONTROVERSY
IN NEWCASTLE

A

USTRALIAN universities seem to be
undergoing a transformation.* To understand the nature of this change, it is
worth considering the American pattern of
"state" and "private foundation" universities.
The "state" university concerns itself primarily with the training of students, often at a
popular level. This type of university needs
close contact with the agencies it serves, and
where it is dependent on industry, commerce
or governmental agencies for revenue, full
and vigorous exercise of academic freedom
may be restricted. Academic representation
on the governing body is usually insignificant.
The "private foundation" university is more
concerned with the advancement of knowledge than with training. Here the teaching
staff and educationists have greater control
over university affairs. Standards in education are maintained at a higher level, even
though this imposes hardship on students
produced by educational systems which concentrate less on intellectual education and
more on social education.
Obviously in our modern community both
types of institution are necessary, and their
The author was Co-editor of the Sydney University students'
paper, " H o n i Soit" (1946); General Secretary. National Union
of Australian University Students, 1 9 4 6 - 4 8 ; at present an
Executive member of the Newcastle University Establishment
Group.
" See also " T h e University and the C o m m u n i t y " by Professor
Marcus Oliphant, page 7 of this issue.
Further background information may be obtained from an
article "University Developments in Newcastle", "Australian
Highway", (Sydney), December 1956.
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functions will overlap. Yet the distinction is
useful, and where it is not adequately maintained, standards of education are likely to
suffer. If this is so, recent developments in
higher education in Newcastle, N.S.W., warrant grave concern.
In 1949, the N.S.W. Minister for Education
promised Newcastle two universities, one
technological, the other academic. In the following year the Newcastle University Establishment Group was formed to press for the
academic university.
In 1951, two years after its establishment,
the N.S.W. University of Technology opened
its Newcastle University College to provide
degree courses in Engineering, Science and
Architecture. This University College was
housed in the Newcastle Technical College
in buildings owned by the Department of
Technical Education.
Until July 1954, the N.S.W. University of
Technology was a "civil service" university,
controlled by the N.S.W. Public Service
Board. After autonomy was obtained, the
Chancellor of the University continued to be
Wallace C. Wurth, Chairman of the Public
Service Board, and many public service traditions continued. The University was not only
closely linked with government; it was designed to be a "service" university for industry. "The special characteristic of the
N.S.W. University of Technology," wrote the
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Baxter (a former
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executive of I.C.I.), "is its concern with the
application of advanced knowledge to the
problems of industry and commerce."^
Such a purpose and such an administration
is perfectly proper for advanced work in the
technological field, though some might argue
that the name "Institute of Technology" might
have been more suitable than "University of
Technology". But doubts begin to arise when,
such an institution takes over the sponsorship
of courses in Arts. This is what happened
in March, 1954. When the University of
Technology was first established the intention of awarding Arts degrees was denied.
But this University had now taken the step
of recruiting a lecturing staff in Arts for its
Newcastle College, to give courses laid down
by New England University.
The intense discussion which these steps
provoked in 1953-4 was surpassed in 1956
when the first group of Arts students approached the end of their course.

A

T THE beginning of 1956 the National
Union of Australian University Students
was reported to be seeking a committee of
enquiry made up of men experienced in university education, to consider in detail the
needs of the Newcastle University College
up till 1970. In a letter to the Newcastle
Morning Herald, the Education Officer of
N.U.A.U.S. wrote: "The foundation pattern of
the future University in Newcastle is being
laid in present day development, and for this
reason there should be an open analysis of
the trend of events."
In March, C. F. Presley, Senior Lecturer in
Philosophy at the Newcastle University College, spoke to the University Establishment
Group. "It has been said that those who
criticise us would do better to help us," he
said. "This, I believe, is a mistake. One of
1. Foreword to 1957 Prospecttis of the N.S.W. University of
Technology, Degree Course in Commerce, Newcastle University College.
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the most important contributions that this or
any other group can make to develop higher
education in Newcastle is to subject it to
continuous and searching criticism," He
argued that a break with the University of
Technology was more important for the College than a break with New England University.
On 15th June, the Netvcastlc
Morning
Herald reported that the Minister for Education, Mr. Heffron, "strongly supported the
view that an autonomous academic university
must eventually be established in Newcastle".
The statement suggested that this future
autonomous university would emerge from
the Newcastle University College. Thus the
original scheme for two universities in Newcastle, academic and technological, had apparently been abandoned in favour of one.
About this time, the Head of the Department of Arts at the Newcastle University
College interviewed a few third. year Arts
students, seeking their reaction to receiving
Arts degrees of the University of Technology
instead of the New England University de-^lees tor which they had enrolled. The
response was in the negative. Subsequently
M I . Purdue, an Independent M.P. and a
mejober of the University Establishment
Groap, asked the Minister whether it was
intended that the University College should
itself confer Arts degrees. This was denied
by Mr. Heffron.
The denial was reported in the press on
14th June. On the same afternoon, full-time
third year Arts students, destined to be the
first graduates, were called together at the
University College and urged to support the
conferring of University of Technology Arts
degrees. Several days later the Newcastle
Morning Herald reported moves to break the
link with the University of New England
(but not with the University of Technology)
and to set up a Faculty of Arts at the Newcastle University College.
WESTERLY

This report provoked a letter which stated
that
the methods being used in an attempt to
transform the University College into a university conferring Arts and other degrees are
unprecedented in the history of Australian
universities. It is difficult to imagine that a
university born in this way could easily
achieve traditional academic values.
The letter criticised the view reported in the
newspaper article, that the only issue involved
in creating a Faculty of Arts at Newcastle was
whether lecturing staff and students were of
adequate quality. The article had then listed
the qualifications and achievements of lecturers and students.
The real mwe, stated the letter, is what sort
of environment would lecturers in an Arts
Faculty be afforded at the Newcastle University College. Wotdd there be an atmosphere
conducive to independent thought and open
expression of opinion P Would the teaching
staff be given the traditional rights of managing their own affairs?
The letter was signed "A. Barcan, New Lambton."
Next morning a short letter in reply appeared. The first paragraph stated that
lecturers drawn from overseas and Australian
universities might be better qualified to judge
of a proper university environment than "Mr.
A. Barcan, ^^'hoever he may be". The second
and concluding paragraph made vague reference to conditions under which legal action
could be taken. The letter was signed by
nine Arts lecturers, to whose names were attached their degrees and universities.
It is significant that the nine lecturers who
signed the letter included new arrivals in
Newcastle (one who had been there three
months, another one week). Further, many
of the leading figures on the Arts staff did
not sign. Fourteen Science lecturers wrote to
dissociate themselves from it.
WESTERLY

LITTLE
MAGAZINES
" I ITTLE magazines are good for the health of a
country's
studied

literature"

says

the

man

who

more closely than any other the

has

history

of Australia's 'little magazines'—Mr. John Tregenza,
now of the National University.
DUT

Mr. Tregenza also pointed out that, of

the

37 little magazines published since 1923, only
five succeeded in lasting more than ten issues.
"QVERLAND"

hasn't got that far y e t — t h e eighth

number has just appeared.
history in other ways.

But w e have made

We believe w e have the

largest circulation—nearly 5000 copies of each issue
— t h a t any such magazine has ever had in Australia.
Q U R healthy g r o w t h is due, w e f e e l , to our policy.
Our motto is "Temper democratic, bias Australian".

We have stuck to it.

So you w i l l

find

in

our pages essays, stories, poems, articles reflecting
the most positive and most vital aspects of Australian life, past and present.
(-•ONTRIBUTORS have included A. A. Phillips, Frank
Dalby Davison, Flora Eldershaw, Vance Palmer,
Alan

Marshall, John

Manifold,

Dr.

H. V.

Evatt,

Katharine Susannah Prichard, Dame Mary Gilmore,
David M a r t i n , Laurence Collinson—as w e l l as scores
of lesser-known names, for w e are not shy of the
"non-professional" w h o has something to say and
says it w e l l .
D E C A U S E of our circulation—and our p r i n c i p l e s —
"Overland",

which

is the

only

non-subsidised

literary magazine in Australia, sells at the fantastically low price of

1/6

a copy.

A yearly sub.,

which should be sent to G.P.O. Box 98a, Melbourne,
costs only 7s.

Why not try o n e — o r at least an

exploratory nibble?

We'll be happy to post you

our latest issue if you send 1 / 6 plus 3 d . postage.
— advt.
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In the course of the controversy. Professor
J. J. Auchmuty, Professor of History, Head of
the Department of Arts and Deputy Warden,
took occasion to express his "loyal allegiance
to the N.S.W. University of Technology as
prime sponsor of University education in
Newcastle", while G. V. Sumner, the only
one of the nine lecturers to continue the discussion, argued that as Mr. Barcan had once
been employed by the Newcastle University
College it was in bad taste for him "to devote
his energies to a campaign directed against
the College". Mr. Barcan's comment was that
"university lecturers, past or present, have
not only a right but even a duty to criticise
their institution. The main thing is that public
criticism should be well-considered and based
on principle." (Newcastle Morning Herald,
June 25th.)
1A7ITH reiterated demands of autonomy for
" the Newcastle University College, the
question of the nature of the future University's governing body becomes urgent. At
a forum conducted by the Workers' Educational Association in August,^ Professor
Auchmuty, one of the two speakers, expressed
the view that as the function of a University
Council was primarily the securing of resources, he was opposed to the teaching staff
forming any significant part of it.
There appears to be some doubt, however,
as to whether complete autonomy is intended.
At the forum, the future autonomous University was envisaged as having a Faculty of
Technology linked with the N.S.W. University
of Technology. The same idea was embodied
in an article in Eutectic, 1956, annual magazine of the University of Technology graduates. "No matter what happens in any future
University of Newcastle the link with Technology will ever remain, as uniform diploma

2. A forum on "The Future of University Education in
Newcastle", held as part of "Education Week".
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standards must be maintained throughout
the State." What sort of autonomy is this?
The future University for Newcastle seems
to be emerging in the midst of a controversy
which has disquieting features for all who
are concerned to safeguard academic freedom. The University EstabHshment Group
has commented^ on a statement that the
recent press correspondence shows the degree
of academic freedom that at present prevails.
In that correspondence not one lecturer from
the College has attacked weaknesses of the
institution though there are members of staff
who have strong opinions on the matter . . .
And nobody has seen fit to comment upon
the statement of one staff member made in
1955 and quoted in the present controversy,
indicating a belief that disadvantages accrue
to lecturers who express publicly opinions
unpopular with the administration.
When new universities are being considered, frank and open debate is especially important and those people with knowledge of
educational matters have a particular responsibility to speak out. In concluding its
statement, the Establishment Group faces up
to this responsibility by calling for
a Statute establishing a University of Newcastle, free, independent
and
embodying
those traditions which through the ages have
been the special and abiding function of
Universities.

3. From a Statement issued by the University Establishment
Group in October, 1956 - "Arts Degrees at Newcastle University College .
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"She'll come all right," said the bride. Her
name was Elsie and there was nervous irritation in her voice.
"I suppose the old codger's waiting for us,"
said Sam.
"Well, come on then," said Elsie, taking his
hand. "It must be getting late."

Ben Kidd

WAYS
and

But Sam didn't move. Looking at Mother,
he said: "But do we all go in together ?
Doesn't somebody go first ?"

MEANS
A

"You do, of course," she answered. "You're
the ones who's getting married."

BRIGHT Saturday morning in April. It
was Autumn, the sky transparent blue,
the street trees shedding brown leaves.

In a quiet suburb a few miles from Perth,
an old Chevrolet stopped in front of a little
weatherboard church.
It was a few minutes before ten, the time
fixed for the wedding.
From the Chevrolet two men and two
women alighted. The bride, a pretty, shm
girl about nineteen ; the bridegroom, a young
man of twenty-five; the bride's brother, a
short fat man with horn-rimmed glasses; and
the bride's mother, a dumpy, cheerful little
woman about fifty. They were all dressed
in street clothes. The bride held a bunch
of yellow roses on her arm.
They gathered
edge of the road
of them to make
groom asked : "Is

in a little group on the
as though waiting for one
the next move. The bridethis where we meet Jessie?"

"I told her outside the church,"
Mother. "She should be here now."

said

Ern, the bride's brother, looked up and
down the street. "Can't see her, Sam," he said
to the bridegroom. "I suppose we'd better go
in. It's just about ten."
"What about Jessie ?" asked Mother.
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Sam was still uncertain. "Is that right,
Elsie ?"
She shrugged. "I suppose."
"Well, let's get going," said Ern. "If we
don't get a move on people'U think we are
going to rob the joint."
Mother began to titter. "Isn't he terrible ?
Don't make me laugh now."
Sam said : '"Come on then." Pulling Elsie
by the hand, he led the way across the sandy
roadside on to the gravel path inside the
church gate.
None of them was of the denomination of
the church they were about to enter. Religion
was something they rarely thought about.
However, they had decided to have a church
wedding and in this particular church because
this way it could be done without publicity.
Elsie was pregnant five months and was beginning to show. The church was about ten
miles from their own suburb. Further, the
Registry Office charged a fixed fee of two
guineas, whereas a parson had no fixed fee,
but accepted what the parties, cared to give
him. It was 1936 and they were all poor.
Sam's income as a door-to-door canvasser of
a proprietary line of cosmetics averaged two
pounds a week. Ern's income as a salesman
of second-hand cars averaged four. Because
of Elsie's pregnancy, it had been decided that
they get married. But she would continue
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to live with her mother until something better
turned up for Sam. He had no relatives.
As they approached the church door Ern
gave a short, deep laugh. The bridal pair
looked round.
Sam asked : "What's the matter ?"
"Nothing. Just felt like laughing," said
Ern.
Mother began to titter again.
Elsie said: "Ernie, shut up !" Then to Sam:
"Oh, you are slow."
Sam looked at her apologetically and continued to walk. Just before they reached the
door, he turned his head and, in a low voice,
directed a question at Ern.
"Did you put that ten bob in the envelope?"
Ern tapped the side of his coat. "O.K." he
said.
At the door, there was a tendency for them
all to stop again, but Elsie said : "Come on.
Let's go in."
They went in. The church was deserted.
In a group they stood just inside, gazing
around'. Then Elsie led the way down the
aisle, the others following. The sound of
their footsteps on the bare floor caused an
echo. They reached the front row of seats.
In a subdued voice, Sam said : "Nobody here.
I suppose we better sit down and wait."
Ern sat down and, quietly, the others followed. They were hardly seated when the
parson appeared, coming from a side door.
He wore what all of them afterwards described as a white gown. Round his neck
and hanging down in front was a sort of
scarf with fancywork on it. There was a Bible
in his hand. They all stood up again.
"Ah, here we are," he greeted them, stooping slightly as he shook hands all round. He
shot a quick glance at the door as if expecting
more. He chatted amiably. "A beautiful day
to be married, I'm sure. Perth in April is a
really beautiful place. And how's the little
16

bride feel on her wedding day ? All excited ?
So you're the little bride's mother. I'm sure
I'm very happy to meet you. You're the
bride's brother. You're the best man ? Yes.
Of course I've met the bridegroom. And how
are you, my man ?" His shrewd little eyes
scrutinised each one in turn.
The formahties over, he looked at his wrist
watch. "Just ten." And again he looked in
the direction of the door. "Are we all here ?"
"We're expecting Jessie," said Mother, smiling pleasantly. "She's my son's girl friend."
"Perhaps this would be her now ?"
Jessie had just appeared at the top of the
aisle. She hurried down to them. Her face
was flushed. She said : "I thought I'd be late.
I went to the wrong church."
"Oh Lord, how dreadful," said the parson,
and they all laughed. He shot another look
up the aisle to the door. "Now are we all
here ? Expecting nobody else?"
"Yes, we're all here," said Elsie. She was
blushing and smiling both at once. Now that
all invited were present and no strangers
had arrived, they were all anxious that the
wedding proceed before perhaps some did
come. There had been much discussion
amongst them as to who should be invited.
It had been decided that it be only the barest
number.
"Ail here ? Good," said the parson. "Now,
it the bride and bridegroom will move this
way, please." Gently he ushered them to their
places in front of the altar. "Now the best
man here." The others stood in a row behind.
"Now, are we all ready ?" Opening his Bible,
he raised his hand, indicating that the ceremony had begun. He read from the Bible
in a solemn voice.
He read for what seemed a long time to all
members of the group, all except Mother,
who afterwards said that she knew it was
as long as that because she remembered her
own wedding. Finally, he arrived at the part
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they had all heard about, when the bride and
bridegroom are asked in turn whether they
will take each other for man and wife. Then
Ern stepped forward with the ring, which Sam
put on Elsie's finger. Then the parson said
that he pronounced them man and wife.
Then he prayed and they all lowered their
heads. During the prayer, Sam's hand, which
held Elsie's, began to to shake. Afterwards,
Elsie said : "I never felt nervous at all. But
you should have felt Sam's hand. I could
hardly keep hold of it."
The prayer finished, the parson closed the
Bible with a snap and looked up. It was all
over. Sam and Elsie kissed, Ern kissed Elsie,
his mother, and Jessie. Mother kissed them
all. Em and Sam shook hands.
"Now if you'll all come this way, please,"
said the parson.
He led the way through the side door by
which hfi had entered, into a room furnished
like an office. He produced the marriage
certificate and in turn they all signed it.
Mother was the last to sign. As she did,
Sam moved close to Ern. "Well beat it now,"
he said quietly. "Wait for you in the car."
Ern nodded.
"Well, thank you very much," said Sam,
extending his hand to the parson. "We'll be
going now."
Then they all shook hands with the parson,
except Ern, who stood aside waiting for them
to leave. It was his duty as best man to pay
the parson his fee, a business matter which
courtesy dictated should be attended to pri-

vately. They all went and left him with the
parson.
But they had only just arrived at the car
and were enjoying the warmth of the sun
after the cool, almost cold temperature inside
the church, when they saw Ern coming
quickly down the path. In a moment he
was at the car.
"Quick, get in," he said, "Let's get going."
They did, and with Ern driving, the car
moved away.
Until they were a good way up the street,
nobody said anything. Then Ern began to
laugh. Sam asked : "What did he say ?"
"Didn't wait to see," said Ern. "I just gave
him the envelope and beat it." He laughed
again. Then they all laughed.
"He'll think we're a lot of scroungers," said
Sam.
Elsie said : "But that's all we could afford."
"I think we should have told him," Jessie
added.
"He was a nice man. I don't think he would
have minded," said Mother.
"That's all right for you," Ern said, "but I
was the mug who'd have to do it."
They were all quiet for a while. Then Sam
said: "Let's stop at the next pub and have a
drink."
"Yes, let's celebrate," said Jessie.
In festive mood, they all agreed.
"After all, it's a man's wedding day," said
Sam.
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ieatyes in the §vind . .
Writers in the News

Asian Writers'

The 1956 issue of Coast to Coast, which has
become a literary institution in AustraHa, was edited
by Western Australian Henrietta Drake-Brockman,
and makes history by being the first book printed in
Australia by the Phototype process. Western Australian writers represented by stories are Gavin Casey,
Peter Cowan, Lyndall Hadow and F. B. Vickers.

The first all-Asia Writers' Congress was held in
Delhi in December.
Among countries
represented
were India, China, Vietnam,
Burma, Korea and
Nepal, Australia's only representative being Meanjin
editor, C. B. Christesen, who was able to take time
out from his trip to Britain to attend the Congress
as an observer.
Mr. Christesen will be abroad for
a year, but Meanjin will continue in his absence. Dr.
Geoffrey Serle of Melbourne University taking over
a large part of the editorial work.

Who Rides on the River, John K. Ewers' recent
novel, illustrated by Elizabeth Durack, is exciting
great interest in all states. Jack Harvey, whose
Beyond the River's Mouth appeared several months
ago, is working on a new novel, while J. R. Stow,
whose A Haunted Land is reviewed elsewhere in
this issue, has had a further novel accepted for
publication in London.

Within a Festival
An innovation in this year's Festival of Perth
is the two weeks' festival of Australiana being' held
in the Perth Art Gallery. A particular feature is
the display of Australian literature organised by
the W.A. Branch of the Fellowship of Australian
Writers. It is to be hoped that this function, combining Australian music, literature, art and radio
drama, will become a regular part of the Festival
each year. However, a weakness which could be
remedied in the future is the omission of Australian drama and Australian films, not only from
this section, but also from the Festival proper.

Olympic

Drama

The Melbourne Herald referred to Ric Throssell's
play The Day Before Tomorrow as winner in the
Victorian Drama League Olympic Festival. There
was actually no competition • for the plays produced,
but the adjudicator said that The Day Before Tomorrow was the best of the plays she had seen.
She told members of the Canberra Repertory Theatre
that she felt sure Mr. Throssell would some day
write "the great Australian play", Mr. Throssell's
play was presented by the University Dramatic
Society in Perth during 1956, and has now been seen
in four Australian capitals, including Canberra, and
produced by the A.B.C. Enquiries for performance
rights have come from Great Britain, Germany and
Poland.
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Australian

Congress

Quarterlies

Meanjin number 4 for 1956, and Overland number 8 made their appearance at almost the same
time. Meanfin maintains its usual high standard,
with an increased number of pages. Perhaps it is
symptomatic of an intellectual decline in Australia
that, while vast amounts were being raised for the
ballyhoo connected with the Olympic Games it was
impossible to gather sufficient finance to turn this
into the special Olympic number of Meanjin that
was planned.
Among much interesting reading in Overland
special mention should be given to David Forrest's
story "The Keeper of the Night", and "The Necessity
of Freedom", Ian Turner's discussion of the novels
of James Aldridge.
A newcomer on the literary scene is Quadrant,
edited by James McAuley. This quarterly review
is financed and sponsored by the Australian Committee for Cultural Freedom.

Writer's

Researches

A new novel by Henrietta Drake-Brockman is a
literary event.
The Wicked and the Fair is the
title,-^ and the book is based on six years research
by the author into Fehaert's Journals, specially translated from the Old Dutch into English for the first
time by Mr. E. D. Drock. In gathering material for
this novel dealing with the wreck of the Batavia Mrs.
Drake-Brockman has also delved into Pelsaert's notable Indian Report, published in 1925 with the title
Jahangir's India. The Wicked and the Fair should
he available in March.
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Vital

Ventures

Henry

The Recording Society of Australia has embarked
on a new venture in Australian recording with its
recent release in a limited edition of a microgroove
disc featuring poems by Kenneth Slessor and Christopher Brennan. The Society intends to continue
with records of work by A. D. Hope, Mary Gilmore
and Judith Wright.
The Australasian Book Society, founded some four
years ago to encourage Australian writers and popularise their work by the very practical means of
venturing on publication, is hoping to expand its
operations by the issue of debentures. The aim of
raising extra capital in this way is to finance larger
editions of the Society's book selections, and to make
possible the re-issue of popular previous choices such
as F. B. Vickers' The Mirage and The Australian by
Bill Wannan.
Those interested can contact the
Society at 17 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne, or 188
George Street, Sydney.

Cusack in

China

Australian playwright and novelist Dymphna
Cusack is still sojourning in China, where in December she celebrated her birthday in Pei Hai at
the time of the Moon Festival. While living in
Peking- she is working on a novel about women's
life in China today. This is in keeping with the
policy of the Chinese Government to welcome into
the country all writers and artists who are genuine
in the desire to gather material by getting to know
the life and the people at first hand.

Literary

Prizes

Announced

The Sydney Morning Herald has announced the
prizes in its 1956 Olympic Literary Competition.
The contest brought a larger number of entries than
my previously organised by this newspaper. From
285 entries in the novel section The Middle Way by
John McChee, a Sydney business executive, was
awarded the first prize of £2,000. The novel deals
with a business man who finds himself caught in the
rat-race of commercial cut-throat competition, and
faced with the alternatives of being drawn into the
thick of it or giving up, nevertheless manages to find
a "middle way". A special commendation and money
award went to Donald R. Stuart, whose entry, One
Stage of the Game, is part of a completed but unpublished trilogy dealing with aboriginal life in the
North West.
In the short story section special prizes were
awarded to Western Australians Lyndall Hadow and
Helen Wilson and to Meanjin editor, C. B. Christesen.
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Lawson

Much Australian literature is not on bookshelves
but buried in old newspapers and periodicals. Marjorie Pizer, who unearthed some excellent verse for
her anthology Freedom on the Wallaby, is collecting
little-known stories and poems by Henry Lawson.
Her forthcoming book will also include Lawson's
autobiography. Early Days.

Books on the

Way

Of very great interest to all who have enjoyed the
short stories of Lyndall Hadow is Angus and Robertson's decision to publish a number of them collected
for the first time into book form. The volume is in
course of preparation, and will be published as soon
as the material is ready.
Mary Durack's publishers are awaiting several
new novels from her. The first of these is in the
nature of a family history, dealing in fictional form
with her pioneering ancestors of cattle droving fame.
Another woman writer, Helen Wilson, has also had
a new novel accepted in London. So Grows the
Tree is the title, and the story is set against a hospital background.
Russel Ward, well-known authority on early folk
ballads of Australia, has a treat in store for readers
with his book on the writers of these little-known
/erses. This will not be merely another collection,
out will tell of the excitement and struggle behind
;he ballads.

Mary's

Own

Paper

Satire is all too rare in Australia. The deficiency
is partly made up by Mary's Own Paper, "printed,
published, edited, distributed, by Mary Martin, big
White Squaw, of 75 Rundle St, Aderlaide" (sic).
Local events are lampooned in delightful style with
a general humorous appeal. Single copies of this
typescript journal are obtainable at 1/- each.

Wool

Cheque

The Australian Wool Bureau is offering two
prizes of £500 and £200 respectively in the open
section of its £1,000 Literary Award Competition.
The awards are offered for a factual article on the
Australian Wool Industry. Other prizes will be
awarded in a special journalists' section. Entries,
which should be submitted under a pen name,
and accompanied by t h e author's real name and
address in a sealed envelope, may be submitted
to t h e Australian Wool Bureau in Melbourne. The
closing date is 3Ist of March, 1957.
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Cecil Holmes

THE FILM IN
AUSTRALIA ?

T

HERE is a question mark after the heading
because I wonder often enough, like many
other people, whether this is a subject
worth taking seriously. After all, what films
has this country ever made that merit any
sort of consideration ? In other fields of
creative endeavour the picture is so different.
Australia has produced a substantial body of
literature that commands respect, there is
plenty of diverse and vital painting, even a
musical tradition is being created. But films ?
Where are they, let alone any with some style
and significance ?
Yet the odd thing is that Australia was
actually one of the pioneers of the cinema.
It produced one of the first full length features made anywhere—T/je Early Christian
Martyrs, sponsored by the Salvation Army.
This was in 1900. In 1905 the first of the
Kelly Gang series was made, in 1909, Message
from Mars, perhaps the first science fiction
film. And in the 1930s a dozen or so features
per year were leaving the studios. And the
titles ? Ginger Mick, The Man from Snowy
River, The Jackeroo of Coolabong, When the
Kellys Were Out, The Reverend Dell's Secret,
The Kid Stakes, While the Billy Boils, The
Gentleman Bushranger, A Girl of the Bush
and so many others. I do not remember these
films myself, but a while ago the Sydney University Film Group, who have done a good
In 1945, after five years with the Royal Navy, Mr. Holmes
joined the New Zealand National Film Unit. After worldng
on newsreels and documentaries he made "The Coasters",
which received praise at the Edinburgh Film Festival in
1948 and has been widely shown by the film society movement throughout the world. He came to Australia in 1950,
and has since made documentaries, TV sliorts for the B.B.C.,
and even advertising films. In 1951 he directed "Captain
Thunderbolt," which was frankly an Australian Western, and
was released round and about, both here and abroad. For
a few years he bought and sold continental films — then in
1956 produced and directed "Three in One", which is an
attempt to create a realistic or neo-realistic Australian fictional film.
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deal of work on discovering and preserving
early Australian films, had a print made of
The Kid Stakes. It was a film of astonishing
quality, a rich and folksy comedy. But soitie
of us do recall, in our tender years, seeing the
early Australian sound films, the George
Wallace comedies, the various adventures of
the Hayseed family, some of the dramas like
The Silence of Dean Maitland, Tall Timbers
and The Flying Doctor.
The comedies were usually much more
successful. By contemporary standards many
of these pictures would seem gauche and
corny. Yet they represented a beginning, and
in some other countries, France or Italy or
England, little of significance was forthcoming. The most advanced production centres
of this period, Russia and America, produced
only occasionally a film that was outstanding
in any case. So perhaps it would not be too
much to say that some Australian film makers
were in the throes of developing an indigenous cinema which might have in later years
flourished and borne some fruit. There was
certainly no conscious effort to create a unique
national style, or even to make films which
were valid reflections of the way we lived
and why we lived that way. But even so,
within the limits of their ideas they were
usually pictures of integrity.
But the promise was never fulfilled, the
fruit never appeared. The most successful
of any worthy recent Australian films . The
Overlanders and Bush Christmas, were made
with overseas resources. The overseas foreign
producer, especially the American, leaves
notoriously little behind him. His efforts
rarely foreshadow more Australian films and
certainly do not lead to the establishment of
a stable industry. In 1955 only one feature,
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Jedda, was released, and in 1956 two were
completed. Walk Into Paradise and Three in
One. Now Charles Chauvel has, in the meantime at least, abandoned film making, and
works for TV; Rafferty is completing Justin
Bayard and will almost certainly turn over to
TV production on its completion. No one else
has any plans. It looks very much as though
Australian film production has come to an
end.
The fair and obvious question to pose is :
how is it that this state of affairs has come
about ? Why could this country at a time of
limited technical development and with few
artistic achievements to its credit anyhow, at
the height of the depression in the 1930s, produce more than a dozen feature films a year ?
Yet now there is virtually nothing, scarcely
anything worthwhile either in terms of quality
or quantity being turned out. Why ?
Just as a novelist may be discouraged from
writing if he cannot find a publisher, so a

This scene from "Three in One", directed by Cecil Holmes,
shows characters from Henry Lawson's story, "Joe Wilson's^
Mates".
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film production unit cannot contemplate making films unless it is certain of release in the
theatres. This is the kernel of the problem :
the guarantee of release, first in Australia and
later overseas. Without that guarantee no
one can expect money to be forthcoming from
investors for productions. Who owns the^
theatres ? Who controls distribution ?
There are two major circuits : Hoyts and
Greater Union. Hoyts own or control 185
theatres. Greater Union 128. This may not
seem very many, but they are the "cream"
—mostly big city theatres and key suburban
situations. It does not matter how many hundreds of theatres independent exhibitors own
in the suburbs and country—they cannot consider handling pictures that have not had
good city release, with all the associated puljlicity, press reviews, and so on.
A staggering amount of money is tied up~
in real estate. A medium-sized city theatre
in Sydney was on sale recently for £270,000.
Out of twenty-five city theatres in Sydney,
including news theatrettes, one is independent (the foreign language house, the Savoy),
two are owned by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
and the rest are owned by Hoyts and Greater
Union. It is much the same in Melbourne and
Brisbane. Even in a city like Newcastle, with
six city theatres, there is not one independently owned theatre. In fact a company
called Northern Amusements owns the lot—
a joint Hoyts-Greater Union enterprise. Both
Hoyts and Greater Union are part of a vertical monopoly. That is, the production organisation first, the distributing or film exchange apparatus second, and thirdly the
exhibitor or theatre-owner. It is worthwhile
examining the pattern of control and putting
a finger on links between the various holding
companies.
Take Hoyts first. According to the Sydney
Morning Herald (18/11/53) 500,000 shares are
held by National Theatre Corp. of America.
The £1 shares were bought for a shilling each
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during the depression. In addition the corporation owns a block of preference shares.
Most shares in Hoyts are thus owned outside
the country, and National Theatre Corp. is
one of the Twentieth-Century Fox group.
Fox also own the Movietone Newsreel.
Ernest TumbuU is Chairman of Directors of
both Hoyts and the Fox distributing organisation here. A resident American director sits
on Hoyts' board. Incidentally, the consolidated profit made by this company in 1953 was
£274,479, and of this amount £199,393 was
paid to the parent American company. Fox
is, of course, well known as one of the most
potent groupings in the American motion picture industry. Its financial control rests with
the Chase National Bank of New York, which
is a Rockefeller interest.
Now a glance at Greater Union. A large
number of shares is held by the (British) J.
Arthur Rank Organisation, the rest by Australian investors. Norman B. Rydge is Chairman of Directors. He is better known to the
public for Rydge's Journal. Labour Senator
Armstrong is also a director and substantial
shareholder. The company owns Cinesound
Newsreel, controls the distributing organisation of British Empire Films, and shows most
British films released in Australia as well as a
great number of American films. The Rank
Organisation owns theatre chains in New
Zealand, Canada, South Africa and, of course,
England. Two well-known British production
and distribution organisations, Gaumont
British and Associated British, have both British and American directors. J. Arthur Rank
sits on both boards—and so does Spyrous
Skouras, head of the entire Fox organisation.
Rank also has interests in Columbia and Universal Pictures, which are exhibited here by
Greater Union. Fox distributes Associated
British products in Australia; Universal distributes London Films products.
The point is that the Rank Organisation
(plus some American interests) is decisive in
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British film production; it channels its product through its own distributing set-up all
over the world and controls exhibiting companies like Greater Union in Austraha. Fox
is in roughly the same position, although on
an even larger scale; and at the top of the
tree there exists what is gracefully called
"interlocking directorates". The other very
big American company, M.G.M. (Loews Inc.)
is rapidly making itself felt in Austrahan show
business through the purchase of more and
more theatres in the suburbs as well as in
the city. M.G.M. is also a vertical monopoly.
There are only two laboratories in Australia
which can handle processing on a reasonably
large and professional scale : Commonwealth
Film Laboratories Pty. Ltd., partly owned by
M.G.M.; and Filmcraft Pty. Ltd., mostly
owned by Fox. They have both been having
a bad time lately because of the increasing
number of technicolour and CinemaScope
films. They depend, for much of their income, on the printing from black and white
negatives of features imported from, the
U.S.A. and the United Kingdom. They are
not equipped to deal with colour or CinemaScope. Consequently many employees of both
these organisations have been sacked; and the
Union concerned (the Motion Picture Technicians' Association), because it exists only in
name, has been able to do little or nothing
about assisting these members to obtain employment elsewhere in the industry. Skilled
craftsmen have drifted off into other work
and have become lost to local film production.
The organisation of the film distributors in
this country is through the Motion Pictures
Distributors' Association. It consists of the
eight major American companies and excludes
British and Australian distributors. An agreement exists between this body and the Commonwealth Government whereby 70 per cent,
of all profits made by its members are sent
out of the country in dollars; the remaining
30 per cent, is "frozen" here. With this residue
WESTERLY

"Three in One", based on stories
by Australian writers, won a major
prize at the Karlovy Vary Film Festival and was warmly praised at the
Edinburgh Festival. Although widely
shown overseas it has still not been
purchased for distribution in Australia.
Pictured is a scene from
"The Load of Wood" by Frank
Hardy.

the American companies may either finance
local production (the only examples so far
are Kangaroo and Long John Silver, or buy
property (as M.G.M. has been doing). It is
now proposed to transfer a large part of these
frozen profits to the United Kingdom to finance production there (this has probably already happened). In 1949, 71 per cent, of all
films imported were American, 24 per cent,
were British. In 1952, 74 per cent, were
American and 18 per cent. British. The rest
were foreign language films. The trend now,
however, is towards fewer but bigger U.S.
films, fewer British and many more European.
I have gone into a certain amount of detail
on this question of ownership and control because it is fundamental to an understanding
of the reasons for the disappearance of stable
film production in Australia. It is hard to
deny the conclusion that as American capital
has extended and strengthened its control of
the Australian film business, so have opportunities for production dwindled. After all,
why should big organisations like Hoyts and
Greater Union, whose connections extend into
production in other countries, bother with
Australian films ? Their first duty lies with
these overseas interests and the distribution
of their films. The amount of Australian
capital in either of these companies is not
WESTERLY

decisive. And the logic of the world of business precludes any such sentimental considerations as the encouragement of indigenous film activity.
It would be unfair to the Rank-Greater
Union set-up not to mention that they have
from time to time encouraged film work here.
Of all the Australian films released since the
end of the war six were financed by Rank or
Greater Union. These were all certain of
overseas release. The simple basic economic
consideration still remains that there is little
money available for making Australian films
because there is no protection for the Australian film-maker and investor. He cannot be
certain of release. His chances in England
(under the English Quota Act) are a little better ; he may wangle some sort of release in
America, and the European markets are worth
a certain amount. But the prospective investor
naturally wants a solid guarantee, and he
wants to see the picture he has put his money
into released here in Australia.
One of the greatest barriers that have been
put in front of the Australian film producer
is the niggardly amount of film hire the exhibitors are prepared to pay. "Oh yes," they
say, "we will show your picture, but these
are our terms." An associate feature, or the
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first half of the programme, produces absurdly little revenue. With rare exceptions
this is the current fate of any Australian film.

W

ELL, it's an incredibly gloomy picture,
isn't it ? What can be done ? Where lies
the solution ? Certainly Australia is among
the most backward film producing countries.
A "backward" nation like India produces
scores of features every year ; tiny Denmark
has a flourishing industry ; our late enemies,
Italy and Japan, make pictures that command
world attention. England, burdened with
economic problems, continues to produce
some superb films. How do they do it ? Because in every instance a system of protection
has been devised to guarantee release of films
made, and therefore returns to the financiers
of those films.
In Denmark all exhibitors have to pay a
percentage of the gross receipts into a film
production fund. Naturally, they show Danish films, which are exempt from this tax, in
order to recoup the money.
In Italy there is a tax of £1,000 on every
feature film imported, which is set aside for
a production fund. Exhibitors have to pay a
tax of 7 per cent, on gross receipts, which is
also put into the production fund. In the
current year Italy is producing about a hundred features.
In England there is a Quota Act, which
means that of all feature films shown 30 per
cent, must be British made ; 20 per cent, is
the quota for supporting films. The exhibitor
is liable to a heavy fine if he fails to comply.
British films have also been guaranteed by
a government banking corporation which dispenses money for production.
In New South Wales there is a Quota Act
which lays down that 1 per cent, of all films
shown should be Au.stralian. But unlike almost any other Act of Parliament, it contains
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no effective penalty clauses. In other words,
the law can be broken with immunity, which
it is. It could be obeyed, but miserly financial
returns from exhibitors reduce the whole proposition to absurdity.
Here are some proposals :—
(1) A tax of a penny on every seat sold, this
sum to be set aside to finance production,
both feature and documentary. In 1955 about
138 million seats were sold. On the basis
suggested, this would reahse £575,000, enough
for five productions at £100,000 each or ten
productions at £50,000 each.
(2) Commonwealth legislation to provide for
20 per cent, of all screen running time to be
Australian production. This would cover
news-reels, documentaries and features. A
lapse of twelve months should occur to ensure
time for producers to meet the requirements
of such legislation. Penalty clauses to be inserted in the legislation.
(3) Easing of tax on imported film stock and
equipment, which is exorbitant at the moment.
(4) The National Film Board, which still
functions from Canberra, should be enlarged
and its powers extended to administer such
legislation fairly as a decisive public instrument, The impressive record of the National
Film Board of Canada is an example, but the
possibilities here are much greater.
(5) The extension of loans on a liberal basis
through the Commonwealth Bank to bonafide organisations so as to develop studio and
laboratory facilities.
The economics implied in these proposals
are not alarming. Customs duty on films imported is very heavy (ranging from 5d. to
8d. a foot, a foot being two-thirds of a second
in running time). The entertainment tax,
recently repealed, provided the Federal
Treasurer with some four million pounds a
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year from films alone. It would be possible
to liberalize expenditure in the direction of
film-making without any hardship.

lities through the mass medium of the film.
Perhaps money expended in this way could
be deducted from income tax assessments.

These ideas are meant to cover the matter
of commercial, or 35mm, distribution. How
about non-commercial film-making, the 16mm
field?

On the other side of the fence, so to speak,
there is the Trade Union Movement which,
in Australia, is unusually wealthy and influential. Has it properly considered the possibilities of thr film medium ? Short instructional films could be made for apprentices,
new members, new Australians, on the responsibilities and rights of membership. Any
special, urgent issue could be vividly illustrated through films. Films last for ever;
leaflets tend to find their way to the w.p.b. in
short time.

To begin with, a statistical survey should
be made of this immense and rapidly growing
sector of the film business. An astonishing
number of people are looking at 16mm films
every night of the week. There are commercial and non-commercial 16mm libraries
dotted all over the country. Production on
this level has been confined so far to the
Federal Government (through the Commonwealth Film Division), to one or two State
governments, and to some large corporations
such as the Shell Company and the Rural
Bank.
The Federal Government could well afford
to spend more money through various departments on films, the States should seize
on this lively and effective medium to handle
problems about health, housing and so on,
and the big corporations should begin to follow the lead of Shell. For many years Shell
has been pouring out money on films. If Shell
had found by this time that it did not pay,
the policy would have been abandoned. On
the contrary. Shell plans to produce, throughout the world, more pictures than ever. I.C.I.,
B.H.P., banks, oil companies, rural corporations like Dalgety's could subtly advertise
their wares and state their public responsibi-

PUBLICATIONS

By and large, what kind of films should we
make for and about Australians ? What limitless opportunities there are ! Harry Watt,
who made The Overlanders, described Australia as a "big, tough, hard, exciting country". Certainly there are enough themes from
history to make American Westerns (I mean
the good ones) pale in comparison. The building of the Overland Telegraph, tales of the
early explorers, of the bushrangers (of course),
the gold-rushes, the "Rum Rebellion", the
convict insurrections, the fabulous tales of the
Northern Territory. . . . A wealth of stories
is already written and awaiting transformation into cinema. Documentary subjects
abound no less : studies of the aborigines, of
their history and their problems, or the exciting significance of aviation in our country.
The horizons are wide, the opportunities endless. All that is needed is money to make the
films and somewhere to show them !

RECEIVED

T H E H A W T H O R N P R E S S : " W r i t i n g for Australia" by Cyril Brown; M E L B O U R N E UNIVERSITY L I T E R A T U R E C L U B : " C o m p a s s " , Spring, 1 9 5 6 ; "Arrow"— t h e Magazine of the Arts and Commerce Faculties,
University of Queensland, Nos. 1 and 2 ; "Diogenes"— Literary Magazine of the University of Tasmania;
" O v e r l a n d " No. 8, Spring 1 9 5 6 ; T H E W O R K E R S ' E D U C A T I O N A L ASSOCIATION: " T h e Australian
H i g h w a y " , December, 1 9 5 6 ; MARY M A R T I N BOOK S H O P : " M a i y ' s Own P a p e r " , January 1957, " T h e
Coorong and Other P o e m s " by Max Harris.
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Bill
Hartley

OUTLOOK
FOR DEMOCRACY
IN JAPAN

HE PRINCIPAL force striving for democracy, social reform and national independence in Japan today is the moderate-left
Social Democratic Party, popularly known as
the Socialist Party.

T

It was only natural that the post-war atmosphere should prove conducive to the development of groups repudiating extremism
and advocating progress towards social betterment and international responsibility. It
was also natural that many groups, whose
objectives were in reality entirely foreign to
such concepts, found it convenient to lay
claim to them. Thus no less than five major
parties emerged which professed to favour
democratic government, social insurance,
stabilisation of the people's livelihood, entry
of Japan into the United Nations, and the
adoption of peaceful international objectives.
Despite this, the Social Democratic Party
at first enjoyed a substantial following.
Largely, it stood for a peaceful democratic
revolution, the progressive overall nationalisation of key industries such as iron and coal,
the decimation of war profits and the repudiation of war bonds. Initially, the party was
nurtured by the occupying Supreme Command Allied Powers (SCAP), in the belief that
it provided the most positive antidote to a
revival of right-wing reaction. It also benefited from the disruption of the conservative
parties by Occupation directives ordering the
purging of powerful capitalists and political
undesirables associated with Japan's drive for
Mr. Hartley, a student of the University of W e s t e r n Australia, interrupted his studies towards a tmiversity degree in
Arts early in 1 9 5 5 to spend a prolonged period in Japan.
This article is an outcome of bis visit.
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Asiatic hegemony. It was thus able to command widespread support from the electorate.
But, apart from the Katayama Ministry
(1947-48), an ineffectual coalition between the
Social Democratic Party and two moderate
right-wing parties, the Socialists have not
been in office. The progress of Japan's
socialist forces was retarded when SCAP suddenly diverted support to the conservative
camp in 1949. This was followed, in 1952, by
a split between right and left wing factions
within the Social Democratic Party, principally as a result of arguments over the terms
of the proposed peace treaty and Mutual
Security Agreement with the United States.
In 1955 these factions reunited, but the resultant gain in strength was to some extent
tempered by the partial consolidation of conservative elements to form the LiberalDemocratic party. It appears that the Socialist
Party has emerged from its former conflicts
united and strengthened. It now faces a
critical period.
It is difficult to determine the relative importance of the many problems that face
Japan today. Foreign policy is important,
particularly as it bears on the security of the
Japanese people, and here the Social Democratic Party seems to have the best solutions
The diplomatic goals of the party are, briefly,
Japan's assumption of an autonomous, independent position between the capitalist and
communist camps, and friendly, peaceful relations with all nations. The Socialists recognise
the fact that the two world camps believe
that the final settlement of differences can
only be achieved by force of arms, and are
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engaged in an armaments race. They also
recognise that, apart from moral considerations, Japan's geographical position militates
against support of either side. The presence
of forward United States bases in Japan far
from guarantees the security of the nation.
It is fairly obvious, in fact, that they invite
retaliation in the event of war. The realisation of these demands of the Social Democratic Party for the suppression of United
States bases in Japan and cancellation of the
Mutual Security Agreement would do much
to assert Japanese independence and to secure
the state from the crisis of war inherent in
adherence to either of the major camps.

years. Since the conservative merger, legislation has been attempted or foreshadowed
which would have the effect of reviving the
zaibatsu (financial cartels); cancelling the
effect^f land reform; applying a sweeping law
to curb "subversive" (presumably anti-conservative) activities; heavily loading the
electoral system in favour of the LiberalDemocratic Party and revising the post-war
constitution; curbing press freedoms and placing political control on the government
broadcasting network; and instituting a defence law that would remove all legal restraint to Japan's open rearmament.

The need for some alternative alliance is
acknowledged by the Socialists. They desire
the alignment of Japan with the neutral bloc,
symbolised by the Bandung Conference and
the United Nations. They envisage Japan as
the Switzerland of Asia, subscribing to the
principle of world peace through world-wide
disarmament, the elimination of the menace
of nuclear weapons and the relaxing of tension through negotiation. Active neutralism
may play on elements of chance, but it is still
the safer coui'se.

T H E attainment of office by the Social
•'• Democratic Party, essential to the fulfilment of their mission, will not be an easy
task. The party has not yet reached the point
where the base of public support is sufficiently broad to accord it an electoral majority. The party's plans to implement a
modified programme of industrial nationalisation when returned to power do not, because
of a peculiarity of Japanese institutional arrangements in industry, attract the broad
base of attention and ideological support that
is generally accorded European socialist
parties. Considerable state intervention and
control within a fundamentally capitalistic
framework has been applied since the beginning of industrialisation in Japan. Many industries and utility services are either owned
by the Government or partly controlled by
them through the granting of conditional
subsidies or through semi-public corporation
charters. The principal financial cartels, the
zaibatsu, have always operated in close cooperation with the central goveriiment. The
Social Democratic Party can thus offer here
only an extension of the existing set-up.

By opposing rearmament in any form, the
Socialists draw on wide popular support.
Having experienced the consequences of a
merciless nuclear attack, the Japanese well
recognise the fiction of maintaining conventional forces.
On the home front, the Social Democratic
Party has a mission to fulfil in the fight
against oppressive and authoritarian conservatives. The Liberal-Democratic Party is
striving, with some degree of success, to abuse
the power gained through their consolidation
to force through a number of unpopular and
obviously reactionary measures. The aim of
this legislation is to remove the "excesses of
the Occupation"—in other words, to restore
the concepts and mores which guided Japanese society and institutional life in pre-war
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The party's chief difficulty, however, is outside the field of social objectives. Until the
basic psychology of the Japanese group has
further evolved to a point where an active
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Spirit of democracy permeates its life, the
party will be struggling for majority electoral
support. For it is a sense of interdependent
social responsibility, a strong tendency to conform to a pattern of patriarchal rule, cultivated by pre-war ruling cliques, that is still
the most potent single force in a Japanese
election. And, to the detriment of the Japanese people, it says "vote Liberal-Democratic".
The events of the post-war period have
modified the psychology of the Japanese
people to a degree, but not sufficiently to
weaken the conservative political forces. With
the coming of age each year of more than
a million products of Japan's reformed educational system, the community is likely to
change progressively in general outlook. Objective observers of the Japanese political
scene more or less agree that, provided the
democratic institutions of the nation are not
incapacitated in the meantime—efforts to incapacitate them have met with only a modicum of success—another five years will see aJapanese electorate capable of rendering independent judgment on political issues instead of adhering to traditionalism.
The Liberal-Democratic Party is not keen
to allow this to come about. Alarmed at the
threat to its continued tenure of office, it
wants to revise the education system to the
point where it can again assume control over
young minds. The projected revival of the
Home Ministry, the feared bureau which before the war authorised the police "security
.service" to exercise totalitarian powers, is also
calculated to correct democratic and objective
assessments of the state of Japan.
The Social Democratic Party seems to be
confident that, with the assistance of a campaign of mass education sponsored by the
party, its affiliate organisations and the trade
unions, the political thought of the now
largely conservative Japanese will undergo a
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change for the better. It is now chiefly ocvlpied in resisting the Government's extreme
intentions.
While the majority of Japanese continue to
vote for conservative politicians because of
a sense of group and familial responsibility;
while the U.S. State Department is prepared
to pay heavily to prevent the emergence of
a moderate democratic government; and
while the Socialists themselves vacillate, the
old-line bureaucrats are likely to continue to
rule Japan.
In an international sense, it is important
that the Social Democrats assume office as
soon as possible. Within the ranks of the
Social Democratic Party are men and women
anxious to guide Japan along the middle
road between the extreme of fascism and
communism. If due expression is not allowed
the nation's most vital democratic organisation, it is quite possible that craft and force
will again become tools of Japan's internal
administration and foreign relationships.
While the Social Democratic Party remains
a cohesive and powerful force, although as
yet in opposition, there is room for optimism
regarding the future of Japan. Although
conservative elements are still in the ascendancy, the basic popular trend since the war
has been towards democracy and humanity,
despite the influence exerted by the Government. Opposition to conservatism is daily
gaining sti-ength as the undemocratic character of the Liberal-Democratic Party is more
widely recognised. The Socialist Party registered heavy electoral gains in the July 1956
Upper House elections, and this trend is likely
to continue. The recent modification of tlie
Government's foreign policy to allow the
nation to restore normal relations with the
U.S.S.R. and to join the United Nations, is a
concession to the Socialist attitude. The recent
appointment of Mr. Ishibashi, a liberal, to the
premiership also indicates that the conservaWESTERLY

tives recognise the need to moderate their
policy in an endeavour to hold public support.
The desire of the Japanese people, as embodied in their constitution, is to occupy "an
honoured place in an international society
striving for the preservation of peace and the
banishment of fear and want, tyranny and

slavery, oppression and intolerance, for all
time from the earth". If the present evolution
continues to the point where the Chief Executive of the Social Democratic Party assumes
the premiership of Japan, then it is possible
that the aim of the Japanese people will be
effected.

such is

life!

DECADE
DICTATOR
"The Australian Party's objective is the acquisition of power in Australia to carry out
the policy of Frank Browne. . . . Our organisation is based simply on faith in the Leader
and complete obedience to him for 10 years. At the end of that period if we have not come
to power Browne will submit himself to the party for punishment as the party deems fit."
—Member of The Australian Party writing in Honi Soit.
FOOD FOR
THOUGHT?
"Rice pudding and inclement weather have contributed much to the average EngHshman's stoicism and to Britain's success as a great power. There is Httle doubt that many
of her Empire Builders fled these shores for balmier lands because they could no longer
stomach rice pudding and cold mutton. . . ."—English cookery book.
WIGS FOR TORIES
"London hairdresser Raymond has amazed even Hollywood's extravagant male dressers.
. . Whipping open a fancy hat box, he withdrew a long green wig. 'Strictlu for social
functions,' he said. Another box contained a pink wig, the other a kind of metallic red wig
plaited like a basket. T make them in all shades,' he said. 'My high society clients in
England wear them frequently.'"—Daily
News, 22/8/.56.
NATIONAL
SERVICE
"Army C.O.s are becoming so desperate about keeping their bored, idle men occupied,
that they have even fallen back on treasure himts. One unit was set 20 tasks which included
producing a spider in a matchbox, a white chicken feather, a mushroom and a beer bottle
label"—West Australian,
10/10/56.
MODERN
TIMES
". . . Perth people clap at the cinema. It is of course because they think the characters
are real. Naturally, with the radio, reading, and greater facilities for travel the number of
such people is becoming smaller. There are very few, nowadays, for instance, who run
screaming at the sight of a train."—Letter in the Daily News.
THE INSIDE
STORY
"I cannot tell the honorable member all the things that are going on at Maralinga. I
know that something like 3,000 pies a day are now being consumed by the people who are
waiting for these tests to be made."—The Minister for Supply replies to a question on atomic
tests • (Hansard).
BRAZEN
BANKS
"The blood of Europeans and non Europeans in South Africa will be kept separate at
every stage of preparation for transfusions. Regulations require that blood taken from Europeans should be kept in bottles with white labels, and blood taken from Africans should be
kept in black-labelled bottles."—Daily News, 18/6/56.
— Contributions are invited for this column.

WISTfRLY

Please enclose clippings.
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BARDS OF THE
B. Noldt
GOLDEN MILE
the two compositors in the
S OMETIMES
small, hot, iron humpy in Austin Street,
Cue, were sober. When they were, Alexander Livingstone brought out the Murchison
Miner, with the firm resolve never to cease
the battle for democracy. This was the first
of dozens of newspapers, small and great,
born of the goldrush, yet the goldfields bard,
under the patronage of the press, had ahead}'
begun to "sweep 'is bloomin' lyre" for an
appreciative public. In January 1894 the
Murchison Miner featured an anonymous
eight-stanza lyric entitled "The Forrest Gang
Must Go".
The prospectors brought with them rich
and diverse experience : some came from the
Queensland strikes or the stricken Eastern
cities ; and though in their isolated camps the
dryblower and the bottle claimed most of
their time, they entertained themselves swopping yarns and opinions, singing and reciting.
The ballad writer was a popular figure in a
community which, having no wireless or picture show, no family life, could gather around
the piano at Faahan's or at Paddy Whelan's
saloon, the "Shamrock". Old Bill Cosgrove
would sit on a box under the salmon gums in
Bayley Street to play Irish ballads while
somebody took round the hat. Vlick Mannion, remembered for his militant part in the
alluvial disputes, was known as the "Boulder
Mozart". When the "pay or warble singsong" was replaced by the concert hall (about
1899), most of the ballad writers had spent
more than five fruitful years sharing experiT h e author is a student in the History D e p a r t m e n t
University of W e s t e r n Australia.
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of the

ences with this rough, imaginative
munity.

com-

Imaginative—and mentally alert. In the
1890s, a contemporary tells us, scarcely a
one-horse town from Marble Bar to Esperance did not have a Mechanics' Institute
which lived.
In 1900, when the School of
Mines was being built in Kalgoorlie, the
people of one outlying town protested at
"such extravagance" when "there is no money
to spare for a decent public reading room
for the worker in Kanowna".
The clash of the old society with the new,
sharpened minds already prone to a critical
and often irreverent attitude to institutions
and authority. On the fields there was an
intermingling of the privileged and the underprivileged, the educated and the uneducated
(if we think of education solely as the product
of schools and universities), which was as significant for literature as for politics. The
balladists mixed with scholars, good journalists, writers of the Bulletin tradition—and
political 'hotheads' many of them were too.
They encountered men like F. C. B. Vosper,
self-educated, fresh from the shearers' strikes
in Queensland ; the popular Dr. Lyhane, a
Law graduate of Dublin University, intelligent, cultured, a friend of "ordinary" people ;
Randolf Bedford, short story writer and
novelist. And at least two of the balladists
were writing for the Bulletin before they
came to Western Australia.
In the East, for more than a decade, the
Bulletin had been encouraging writers who
though critical of their times found inspiration in their country and its future. At the
WESTERLY

turn of the century, when the Bulletin school
entered its decline, the Kalgoorlie Sun took
up the cause in the West, where social
criticism and national aspirations again coincided and found literary expression through
the weekly press.
The goldfields press was at that time the
champion of democratic rights, and of the
numerous papers, the Kalgoorlie Sun was one
of the most outspoken. The following extract,
taken at random, is characteristic of the style
and content of the period. It refers to the
W.A. Truck Act (1899).

TRUCKERS' TRICKS AND TYRANNY
Harpies Harrying the Horny-Handed
WOODCUTTERS AND THEIR WAGES

W. A. contains all the deterrents to an advancing civilisation.
We attack abuse after abuse, wholesale bribery, scarcely
veiled conspiracies, ministerial and parliamentary obliquities
and the connivance of authority with
CORMORANT COMPANIES A N D
SWINDLING SYNDICATES

Such was the temper of the newspaper
which not only did much to bring about
political and social reform, but also set out
to encourage the local writer. This notice
appeared in the Sun on April 16, 1899:
SEND IT IN. The Sun wants good original
matter from any source. If any of our readers knows a good story with local colouring
. . . send it in. We shall even take poetry or
even decent verse, and not merely drivelling
doggerel. . . . We want matter that can be
read and understood with interest in any
part of the colony or colonies. . . . State
reasonable terms and if it is worth the price
we shall publish it and pay for it. All we
demand is that it should be fine, new and
loidely interesting.
WESTERLY

The chief sponsor and critic of what A. G.
Stephens, writing in 1911, called ". . the most
virile and most original poetry that has been
made in Australia since the Commonwealth
began", was Andree Haywurd, who joined
the staff of the Sun in 1900. The son of a
pioneer pastoralist in South Australia, Hayward had studied at Oxford and qualified as
a barrister in South Africa. He abandoned
law, so it is said, when he failed in his defence of an African charged with stealing a
pair of pants. He is remembered today for
his association with the Bulletin (1922-1948),
yet his best years are those of his younger
days in Western Australia, for the satirical
verse he wrote in Cue and for his editorial
work on the Kalgoorlie Sun and the Sunday
Times.
Not all Hayward's contemporaries shared
his faith in an Australian literary tradition.
The Sun had to conduct a crusade against
people who believed that Australian literature
should be an imitation of English literature.
The paper sternly rebuked the gentleman who
stated, in an address to the Kalgoorlie Society
in 1899, that Australian scenery could inspire
only inferior verse. Two years later, in an
article entitled "An Australian Anthology, or
bards and ballad makers", it recommended
that the Government should ban Douglas
Sladen's anthology, A Century of Australian
Song (1888, reprinted 1891) because it did not
reflect the true Australian literary tradition
In 1905 the balladist was still on the defensive
against critics who regarded his verse as
"vulgar". To make the point that local themes
were not compatible with foreign style and
sentiment, Tennyson was parodied with the
request :
Hif yer wakin corl me herly
Corl me herly muvver dear
Fer I'm hafter blowflies burly
With the latest brew of beer. . .
Press critic and ballad writer were agreed
that the writer's task (or joy) was to depict
31

the life described. And judging by the issue
in which this statement appears, the people
loved it. A special Christmas edition, it is
almost entirely devoted to short stories, verse
and literary criticism.
Tkijs anonymous critic (most probably Hayward himself) was not to be bhnded at; his
altar of smoking gum leaves. He regarded
the balladists as pioneers opening up the way
for great writers to come who would speak

life on the. fields. If the conventions of English poetry restricted this, then they would
make a new convention.
They wanted to express, so runs an unsigned article published in 1907, the wild,
free life of the goldfields, man's grim battle
with the mulga, and "the sacred institutions
of mateship and bush womanhood". This was
literature written about and for the people—
not for literary connoissevirs out of touch with

GOLDFIELDS

BALLADS
-A

SELECTION

TRAMPISH
It has come like the smell of the trees and the rain
And the desert is rolling before me
And I'm tramping the track through the saltbush
again
For the spell of the mulga is o'er me.
And out on the plain where the quivering haze
Is dancing afloat in the shimmering blaze
Here's ho! for the pride of the long lu.Hy days,
For the mulga is calling, is calling.
The spinifex plain all epnpurpling to seed
Through the mist of the distance is waning
And a patchwork of . forest and flowers and weedIn a ripple of colour is laving.
Where wild everlastings were snow to the sight
And the path of each doorstep is dappled in light
In a tangle of s'carlet and yellow and white
Where the hpds of the mulga are falling.

THE SONG OF THE
WORKED OUT FIELD
They came at last, the vandal horde.
See each grey, unsightly
mound.
And down to the heart of me they cut
And my hoarded gold they found.
To make of it milled and minted coin
With the mark of mortal kinds.
Gold that was heart to the ancient hills,
Soul to everlasting things.
For this they searched through the wilderness
And dug in the desert sands.
To find the round world's treasury
They roamed in marauding
bands.
Dredging my rivers, piercing my hills.
Seeking my secrets concealed.
Naked and robbed I am left at last.
Scarred and with wounds still unhealed.

Or out where the ridges of diorite grey
The desolate regions are lying
And white fields of quartz give a glint to the day
As the last crimson rays are dying.
While stars in their gleaming of sapphire and white
Besprinkle the darkness with silvery light.
And the incense of campfires enriches the night
When the gloom on the .spirit is palling.
It has come like the smell of the trees and the rain
And the desert is rolling before me
I am crushing tlic leaves of the saltbush again
For the spell of the mulga is o'er me.
I know 'tis a glamour that soon will have died
When I turn from the town to her bosom ,so wide.
She will take me, and break me, and cast me aside—
But the mulga is calling me.
Calling.

To make of it gauds, rewards of shame.
To make with it hire of vice,
To make it a tool for the heartless skill.
The usurers' avarice.
To make of its purity cause for war.
And my riches, my lot to part.
To make of it chains by which men's souls
Are hound to shambles and mart.
For this they .searched through the wilderness.
In their eager hungry haste.
For this they have left me
deflate,
Abandoned, silent and waste.
To find afar off in other lands.
Fresh wealth and • coveted gold—
Soul of the earth since the world began.
And heart to the hills of old.

CROSSCUT, 1 9 0 7 .
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not only to the Australian people, but at the
same time, to the world. Little did he know
that neither the work of these pioneers nor
his criticisms would appear in anthologies to
influence Australian writing one way or the
other but lie forgotten in dusty newspaper
files.i
1. For a recent resurrection see the anthologies, "Freedom
on the Wallaby", Marjorie Pizer, (Sydney 1950) and "Australian Bush Ballads", Nancy Keesing and Douglas Stewart
(Sydney 1955).

THE BOULDER

BLOCK

THE

It would be misleading to judge the goldfields bards from the work of the only one
whose name is still often recalled today. All
felt the strain of writing regularly for editorial
approval, but Dryblower (E. G. Vlurphy),
through 40 years of topical jingling, most of
all. His best verse, written at the beginning
of the century in the hey-day of ballad writing, is in Jarrahland Jingles (Perth 1908), a
homely volume bound in hessian.

PROSPECTORS

Rather rowdy
Dingy, cloudy,
Dusty, dirty, dim and dowdy,
Thirsty throats to mock.
Can't mistake 'er.
Droughty slaker.
Six pubs to the bloomin acre.
That's the Boulder Block.

We pined in the crowded city
And tired of sordid marts
Where misery glutted pity
And meanness seared our hearts.
Where yesterday limned tomorrow
While lord Avarice stalked
All day. And at night wan sorrow
And vice in vainness walked.

Weary bummers
Beery hummers,
Cadging deeners, zacks and thrummers.
Mooching in a flock,
Frontispieces hard and chilly
Sparring pots off 'Dick' and 'Billy
('Nough to drive a barman silly)
On the Boulder Block.

We longed for the wide horizon
The low long skyline meets,
For the reeded open roadways
In place of narrow streets.
And the open roads they led us
From dunes to Kirnberley—
By the crossroads they have freed
us
From city slavery.

Sulphur flying
Kinchins crying.
Cyanide from sand-dumps
flying.
Senses reel and rock.
Whistles squealing.
Black smoke reeling,
Bingie gets a curious feeling
On the Boulder Block.

We

Drunks all fighting
Crowd delighting
Grimy derelicts exciting
Sympathy from mugs.
Have-beens viewing
Past with rueing
(Watching for a chance of chewing
Ears of tender 'lugs').
Miners drinking
Crib cans clinking
Just off shift and no-one shrinking
(Never mind the clock!)
Ragged shirt and gleaming collar
Empty 'kick' and gleaming dollar.
Health and wealth and grief and
squalor—
That's the Boulder Block.
CROSSCUT, 1907.
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have fought our fights and
lost them,
Given them battle and won,
When Labour led at Eureka
Witness the deeds then done.
We drove the heathen before us
From Flat and Casilemaine,
And what we have done aforetime,
We'll do in time again.
Bright stars made our beacon
The mirage led us astray
The graves where we left our comrades
Like milestones mark the way.
Some fell by the traitors' bullet
Some by the myall's spear—
And dream in their lone camps
ever,
A comrade's camp is near.
And the gold we got by seeking
Was lost again in quest.
From the first find in the 'fifties
To the last found in the West.
But lose by hazard of fortune
Or gain by turn of luck,
We kept our place in the forefront
And left the place in the ruck.

But the cities rise with their houses
In place of tented camps,
The quiet bush is echoing
To rhythm of roaring stamps,
Prideless hirelings are at our heels
Fettered to wage and due.
Now must we march in quest again
Through wilderness anew.
PROSPECT GOOD.

HIS

EPITAPH

He lies here.. See the bush
All grey through grief for him;
Hoar scrub—like ashes cast—
Sprinkles the valley grim.
The saltbush is in his shroud
Wide skies his only pall
And "in memoriam"
A thousand stampheads fall.
Gold-lured to death—and yet
He would have had it so.
Say mass, say requiem
With the grey bush—and go.
Quietly he has found
Here in the Golden West
The long-sought-for at last,
An El Dorado blest.
PROSPECT GOOD.
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Only two of his early contemporaries had
selections of their work published : Andree
Hayward, Along the Road to Cue (Geraldton
1897) and J. P. Bourke, Off the Bluebush
(Sydney 1915). The man responsible for the
publication of Bourke's work was A. G.
Stephens, who also planned a book of verse
by Francis William Ophel ("Prospect Good"),
but for this he could find no money. Of all
the Sun writers, "Prospect Good" is the most
interesting—a halting ballad writer but a
promising poet, who died, after a roaming
life of incredible hardship, before his work
was complete.
Many other names and pseudonyms occur
in the old newspapers. From its first edition
in 1898, the Sun ran a column called "A
Mingled Yarn", which initially included Dryblower and anonymous verse. In 1903 came
at least a dozen signatures, three of which
are conspicuous, "The Exile", "Temora" and
"Diomed". There is evidence to suggest that
they were three distinct individuals, one of
whom may have been "Prospect Good". From
1907 the work of "Bluebush" and "Crosscut"
(T. H. Wilson) is most prominent.
During 1905 and later, the Perth Sunday
Times featured a column, "Jingles and Backcountr> Bits"—specially selected for the Sunday Times from the Sun. Ten years earlier,
Perth folk may have felt hostility rather than
pleasure at this intrusion of "uncouth"
t'othersider culture at the breakfast table, but
by 1905 it stirred cherished memories in the
minds of Kalgoorlie exiles on the coast.
Nostalgic reminiscence of the prospecting
days is of course a recurring theme, a man's
world of drinking and barmaids and swearing
and tall tales ; of separation from loved ones
in the East; of mateship, and many a "perish"
in the arid outback. Life was hard but hopes
were high. Through the brave attempt to
sing of past adventure break the harsh notes
3A

of the present—the 1900s with unemployment
and poverty on the Golden Mile. This is the
record of the ballads, which vividly depict
the social life and political attitudes of the
period.
By 1913-14 the inspiration was gone. The
bards were dead, departed, silent or out of
touch with a changed world. For a short
period after the war "Joe Rail" contributed
political verse which in its topicality and wit
is reminiscent of "A Mingled Yarn", although
lacking the brief bursts of poetry in the early
ballads. Like his predecessors, "Joe Rail"
refers affectionately to tlie Goldfields Muse,
bedraggled, lame, eccentric, who when
goaded complains of feeling tired or unwell:
Her wild unpolished stanzas to my soul no
solace brings
For I notice that her lyre shows a bunch
oj broken .strings.
From her great parade of virtue all my
better nature shrinks.
And I have a firm conviction that the soulful lady drinks.
The lady had more cause than ever to feel
soulful, for she was about to be swept aside
by a Muse of another kind. Some may detect
a certain artificiality about the elegance and
sweetness of the Muse of the 'twenties, asserting that her serenity springs from her ability
to escape this world and all its faults. Comparing the Christmas edition of the Kalgoorlie
Sun with a similar edition in 1929, one thing
seems clear. The Muse of the 'twenties was
far too gentle and remote to make any impression on a generation whose newspapers
were more preoccupied with motoring news,
racing and gossip than literature—a literature
which, though rudimentary in 1907, was at
least popular, knew its limitations, and was
aspiring.
More ballads will be re-printed in a future issue together
with a discussion of the life depicted, their literary value
and an analysis by A. G. Stephens.
'
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Katharine Susannah Prichard

A UNIOUE COLLABORATION
Tribute to Flora Eldershaw

H

ER FRIENDS, and many readers, are
grieving for Flora Eldershaw. She died at
Wagga Wagga on September 20th, 1956.
Some of us did not know until then that her
name was Flora Sydney Patricia Eldershaw.
We knew that as M. Barnard Eldershaw
she had collaborated with Marjorie Barnard
in the writing of several novels, and that her
own historical and critical essays were distinguished by a vigorous and vivid style.
In a recent number of Meanjin Marjorie
Barnard tells how this unique collaboration
began.
Both girls were students at the University
of Sydney, Flora in her second year; Marjorie
a "fresher", when they met.
Marjorie says of Flora :
/ remember more than anything else the
dark-haired, vivacious girl, a fountain of
energy, ideas and laughter. She was a good
scholar, topping her year in history and latin.
So far as I know she was the only student
who ever achieved 100 per cent, in a latin
paper. She had many interests outside her
studies: music, the theatre (she was a good
and experienced producer even in her twenties), sport, debating—and how full of fire
and wit she was when she led the women
students against the men in the Union Hall
or in Manning House. . . . She sat on many
committees but was never "a committee
WESTERLY

wonmn".
She pulled twice her weight in
organising the Sydney University Women's
Union, whose secretary she was for several
years. . . .
Her potential even then was demonstratably higher than that of any of her contemporaries, in the Faculty of Arts at least.
She had a certain completeness that had little
to do with her eighteen years. . . . She
widened my horizons and quickened my
mind.
Studying history under Professor Arnold
Wood, Marjorie and Flora became aware of
the rich resources of early Sydney for a novel.
They wrote A House Is Built, which won a
Bulletin prize in 1929. This was followed by
Green Memory (1931), The Glasshouse (1936),
Plaque With Laurel (1937), Tomorrow And
Tomorrow (1947).
A collaboration for one book is not unusual, but that it should be maintained
over a number of years and be fruitful of
many novels so varied in theme and humour
is surely remarkable.
Both writers brought to their creations
sound craftsmanship and a delicate sensibility
in characterization. We can only imagine
what their individual qualities gave to each
opus they undertook together.
I am slightly acquainted with Marjorie
Barnard, but Flora was a dear friend. I
35

honoured her for her integrity in literary as
well as in personal matters. It derived from
an innate nobility of character.

able judgment when they were associated
with her on the Advisory Board of the Commonwealth Literary Fund.

Everything she wrote was sincere, clearly
and conscientiously wrought, with intellectual
vigour : the simplicity and strength of a warm
and generous nature.

She was always ready to defend the democratic rights of the people, and took an active
part in affairs of the Fellowship of Australian
Writers.

Soon after she graduated. Flora became a
teacher. During the second World War she
worked strenuously in the Department of
Labour and National Service. Men like Tom
Inglis Moore and Vance Palmer have paid
tribute to her robust good humour and reli-

So it is not only as a writer that Flora
Eldershaw will be remembered. She will be
remembered as a woman who served the
interests of Australia and the Australian
people, as well, in many other vital and practical ways.
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Hubert Khaw

LAND OF PAGODAS
O THE EAST of India and Pakistan and
west of Thailand lies the Independent
Republic of Burma, nestled in a horseshoe
of mountain ranges and edging into the sea
of the Bay of Bengal. Forming a part of the
sub-continent of Indo-China, Burma has
served as the meeting place of two of the
world's greatest civilizations — India and
China. From these civilizations Burma has
developed an individual culture which dates
hack to a period much earlier than the Norman Conquest of Britain (1066 A.D.).

T

Burma has often been described as the land
of pagodas, where the dominant feature of
the Burmese scene is the golden pagoda. In
ancient times, Ptolemy the geographer named
the country "Chryse Regie," or the Golden
Peninsula, and of old, Burma has been known
as "Suvanna Bhumi," or the Golden Earth,
and in classical literature as "Sonaparanta," or
the Golden Land. So much for her ancient
background and now let us turn to "The New
Burma."
The first country to gain independence
from the British since the United States of
America first achieved that distinction in
1776, Burma since 1948 has, through the processes of democratic self-government, made
considerable progress in the economic and
social fields in spite of the long train of
troubles and disturbances that followed soon
after her independence. Under the present

The writer, who is a member of a Christian Burmese family,
commenced working for an Education Degree at the University of Rangoon. Since coming to Australia Mr. Khaw has
renewed his Education studies at the University of Western
Australia.
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democratic socialist government, revolutionary development plans being carried out to
provide for the welfare of the masses of the
country have attracted wide attention and
interest.
Burmese social life and custom rest mainly
on the stable foundation of Buddhism, which
is why it is imbued with the glorious ideals
of self-abnegation and love. Nearly 90 per
cent, of the people of Burma are Buddhist.
Religious teachers hold a high place in Burmese society and their infiuence pervades all
social strata. Their blessings are eagerly
sought for at all conspicuous functions. Every
village and hamlet in Burma proper has a
monastery maintained at public expense.
These monasteries also exert a strong influence in the educational fields. On specific
days men and women flock to the monasteries
to listen to religious discourses by the monks;
while at an early age Burmese children are
sent to monasteries (of course if they are
Buddhists) to learn the fundaments of Buddhism and thus incidentally to read and write.
This accounts in large part for the high rate
of literacy in the country.
Also, according to a time-honoured custom,
every Burmese Buddhist male over seven
years of age becomes ordained as a novice to
enter a monastery for a period, which may be
for Lent or a year or several years, or even
for a period as short as a fortnight. Through
tradition it is now incumbent on every young
male Burmese Buddhist to go through the
"Shin pyu" ceremony (the equivalent of Baptism in the Christian religion), and wealthy
Buddhists acquire merit by holding such cere37

monies for children of people who cannot
afford it.

and ministers of state received their education at these monastery schools.

The Buddhist also expresses deep respect
for his rehgion by refraining from wearing
footwear in such religious places as pagodas
and monasteries. This custom, as a measure
of respect, has also gradually entered into
social life and such measure of respect can be
found even in Christian communities and
homes.

Burma has always had a tradition of education and, when the British first arrived in
Burma in 1826, the proportion of men who
could read and write was found to be higher
than the British expected to find. Burmese
Buddhists traditionally send their boys at the
age of six or seven years to the monastery for
rehgious and educational instruction, as has
been mentioned. The entire system was religious, but in learning the scriptures, the
pupils also learnt the fundamentals of reading
and writing.

Burma characteristically is a land of colour,
not only through its scenic qualities, but also
due to the natural habits of the people themselves. Proverbially noted for their highly
developed sense of generosity and hospitality,
the Burmese are very friendly and cheerful,
witty and humorous, presenting an eversmiling appearance, but nevertheless conscientious in their work, duties and responsibilities. Burma is a land of laughter, but the
Burmese also work hard and diligently.
The dress and costume of the Burmese also
lend greatly to the colourful and picturesque
quality of the country, attired as the people
are in clothes of bright, gay and vivid colours.
The jacket and sarong constitute the costume
of the Burmese with differences in style and
composition between those of the men and
women.
stated before, Burma is proud
A SofHASher been
high rate of literacy, estimated at
about 65 per cent. For this achievement the
Buddhist monastery system in Burma once
again deserves major credit. Under this system, which dates back to the 8th century in
the Kingdom of Prome (Lower Burma) and
from the 11th centurv in the whole of Burma,
monasteries, which are features of most Burmese villages of any appreciable size, provide
rudimentary education to the youth of the
village. Throughout pre-British annexation
times even children of the King, the nobility
38

Pupils at these monasteries were also taught
the rudiments of elementary mathematics and
literary expression, as well as the deeper
significance of life and Buddhist ethic and
philosophy.
Under the British educational system,
school education was purely literary and was
based entirely on the passing of examinations
to qualify for subordinate posts in the administration of the country. Comparative
neglect of the study of science, economics and
technical education retarded the progress of
the country. Professional education was provided for law, engineering, medicine, education, etc., but entry into engineering and
medical courses was limited.
British educational policy also provided for
the introduction of three distinct and disparate types of schools in Burma. These were
the Vernacular, the Anglo-Vernacular, and
English schools.
Today, transformation and reorientation of
the entire education system has followed
rapidly in the wake of independence. A unified system of education was introduced and
there are now three grades of schools, primary, middle and high schools. Burmese will
soon replace English as a medium of instrucWESTERLY

tion, with English as a compulsory second
language introduced from the fourth grade.
Education is free, and plans are under way
towards compulsory education in the country.
The 1952-3 Education Plan for a welfare
state is based on the five fundamental principles — to ensure universal knowledge of the
three R's among all citizens of the Union; to
ensure the production of a sufficient number
of technicians and technologists; to train and
equip young men and women so that they
can adequately and efficiently perform their
various duties as citizens of the Union; to
eradicate illiteracy and produce men and
women who possess the Five Strengths, and
to perpetuate democracy within the Union.
The salient features of the educational plan
drawn up in the light of the above principles
include the establishment of more schools;
the opening of new training colleges and institutes for training of teachers as well as

more emergency teacher training classes; the
provision in the school curriculum of bias subjects, such as practical agriculture and industrial arts; and the opening of new agricultural
and technical schools and institutes, and the
production of text-books of all types and
grades based on the new curriculum.
The system today provides not only for the
academic side of education, but also for technical and vocational training on a progressive
scale. This diversification of education is
aimed at contributing effectively towards rehabilitation of the country, reduction of unemployment and also improvement of economic self-sufficiency.
Training of technicians and technologists,
urgently required for rehabilitation and development of the country, is fully provided
for in the "Welfare Education Plan". Under
this plan a practical bias, through the teaching of art, handicrafts, school gardening and
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general science, will form an important feature of the curriculum for primary schools.
In the middle schools, technological bias
will be introduced through carpentry, handicrafts and commercial courses in the towns;
rural bias through the teaching of vocational
agriculture, animal husbandry and rural crafts
in village schools; and educational guidance
through proper observation and study of the
student's vocation.
Under the plan there will be three types of
high school, with the establishment of technical high schools and agricultural high
schools besides the existing schools. Further,
pre-vocational training will be provided in the
ordinary high schools by introduction of
medical preparatory classes, a general workshop for boys, home-making and home-nursing classes for girls, and business training
courses.

inhabitants how to read and write, and later,
through the establishment of libraries and
reading rooms, to encourage a growing desire
for knowledge.
Council workers in the villages also sponsor
lectures on such vital .subjects as basic economics, citizenship, civics, culture, health and
sanitation, while handicraft skills are also
taught so as to augment the income of the
villagers. Based on these activities voluntary

Mary Gilmore
THERE was a y o u n g w o m a n in the party that
w e n t w i t h W i l l i a m Lane to f o u n d an ideal
socialist community in Paraguay.

The hopes

of these dreamers w e r e not f u l f i l l e d but Mary

The main institution of higher learning in
Burma is the University of Rangoon (National
University), established in 1921. University
education is also free. The University has an
annual enrolment of 7,000, as compared with
about 1,500 in the pre-independence period.
At the University of Rangoon suitable accommodation is provided for students from other
districts — five hostels for women and nine
hostels for men. Mandalay Univensity is an
affiliate of the University of Rangoon.

Gilmore returned to Australia w i t h undaunted
spirit.

In

countless

poems

she

has

expressed,

simply and clearly for all to understand, her
faith in man's ability to make a better

life

— n e w hope for the lost tribes, whether the
forgotten

old

pensioner,

the

landless

abo-

rigine or the w o r k - w o r n sempstress.

The impulse b e h i n d this verse is not bitter-

One major post-independence achievement
in the field of education has been the establishment of the Mass Education Council. The
main function of this body is to help in the
general eradication of illiteracy in the country. Under its programme over 125 education
centres for adults have been opened in various rural areas.

ness against w r o n g but love of w h a t is g o o d ,
f r o m the joy of a mother for her child to the
d a w n flight of birds.

For this reason it is

often a greater challenge to the reader than
many verses more militant in temper.

This great old lady has become an inspiration to all those w h o f o l l o w her in the democratic tradition of Australian literature.

Through these educational centres the
Council attempts primarily to teach village
40
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village organizations are then encouraged to
carry out various health and other measures
in the area.
Medicines are distributed and community
radio listening sets are established in the villages. The Council also serves in the distribution of books and other educational material
in various schools. Despite its short existence,
the achievements of the Mass Education
Council are significant.

In spite of the rapid developments and
measures carried out by the Government for
the welfare and uplift of the country, there
is still more to be done. In order to fulfil
Burma's need for technicians and other personnel to serve in the progress and development of the country, over 300 students are
sent annually to Britain, U.S.A., Australia,
Germany and various parts of the world to
acquire both knowledge and training — like
me in Australia.

Literary Competitions
T H E May Day Committees of M e l b o u r n e , Sydney, Brisbane and Newcastle have announced
• t w o further literary competitions. The second national competition for the award of the
annual " M a r y Gilmore Prizes" is n o w open f o r the submission of short stories and poems.
A new contest is "The Mary Gilmore Novel Competition", which closes in 1958.
Details
of both these competitions are given b e l o w .

MAY DAY, 1957:

THE MARY GILMORE

LITERARY

COMPETITION

Prizes w i l l be awarded for the first and second short stories and poems in each of t w o
classes:
(a) The w o r k of established writers, w h o have had w o r k published in book f o r m or in
the recognised literary journals—Class " A " .
Prizes for short story section: first, 20
guineas; second, 5 guineas. For poetry section: first prize, 7 guineas; second, 3 guineas.
(b) The w o r k of new writers, w h o have not had w o r k published in book f o r m or in the
recognised literary journals—Class "B".
Prizes for short story section: first, 7 guineas;
second, 3 guineas. Poetry section: first prize, 4 guineas; second, 1 guinea.
The judges w i l l prefer stories and poems which deal w i t h the life and aspirations
of the Australian people.
Entries, which must carry a pen-name and be accompanied by a sealed envelope on
the face of w h i c h is the writer's pen-name, and inside w h i c h is his or her real name and
address, w i l l close on A p r i l 1, 1957.
Please address entries to: the Secretary, May Day Committee, c/- Trades Hall, Newcastle, N.S.W.

MAY DAY, 1958: THE MARY GILMORE NOVEL

COMPETITION

A substantial prize, to be announced later, w i l l be awarded for the best novel submitted
in this competition.
A l l entries should be t y p e d on quarto paper, double-spaced, w i t h a margin- of at
least one inch, and should be enclosed in a suitable f o l d e r . •
Entries w i l l close w i t h the Secretary, May Day Committee, c/- Trades Hall, Newcastle,
on March 1, 1958.
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S.C.R.
BULLETINS
The various Bulletins published in London by
the Society for Cultural Relations with the
U.S.S.R. provide information about the Soviet
Union not likely to be found in any other
Enghsh language publications.
All Bulletins
publish translations of the most interesting and
important articles from Soviet cultural, social
and scientific magazines and journals. The
Bulletins are all published quarterly and those
available are:—

•^
•^
^
*
•jf

Architecture and Planning
Chess
Education
Film
History and Archaeology

Cultural developments in the Rumanian People's
Republic are amongst the most interesting taking place anywhere. Her writers, artists and.
musicians, httle known as they may be are,
nevertheless, creating many works of great significance. Her English language editions of
cultural magazines can help you to become
familiar with important new creative workers.

RUMANIA TODAY
Popular monthly pictorial magazine. Deals
with life in general and all aspects of life in
present-day Rumania.
One year: 18/-.

RUMANIAN

REVIEW

Quarterly literary journal. Publishes the best
work in fiction, short storiei^, poetry and
criticism.
One year: 10/-.

ARTS IN RPR
One of the world's finest art journals. Beautifully produced with many reproductions in
full colour. Twice yearly.
One year: 10/-.
Subscriptions and enquiries t o : —

JOSEPH

•^ Law

•^
•^
-^
-^
^
-^
*
•^
*

RUMANIAN CULTURE

Literature
Medicine
Music
Psychology
Science
Social Sciences
Sport
Theatre
The Arts
The subscription rates for each
Bulletin are 8/- (post free).

ANGLO - SOVIET
JOURNAL
A quarterly illustrated magazine
of 64 pages which deals with all
aspects of life in the Societ Union.
Subscription rate: 13/6
(post free 4 issues).

WATERS

360 COLLINS ST., MELBOURNE

DDR
REVUE
An interesting new monthly pictorial maguzine
published in the German Democratic Republic.
Photographs, full-colour art reproductions and
lively articles and features on all aspects of
life in East Germany. Particular attention to
cultural subjects—literature, fibns, music, ballet,
theatre. The English language edition will
enable you to keep abreast of developments in
the country of Bertolt Brecht.

I enclose 18/- for a year's subscription
DDR REVUE.

to

NAME
Subscriptions and enquiries to:—

JOSEPH

WATERS

ADDRESS

360 COLLINS STREET,
MELBOURNE
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To: Joseph Waters, 360 Collins St., Melb.
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Story o/
an iwnmigrant
FmST

PLACE

FOR THE STHANGEH.

By F. B. Vickers.
London, 1957."

(Constable.)

AUTOBIOGRAPHY . . . documentarv

. . . novel? Which category does
First Place for the Stranger fit?
The author, F. B. Vickers, who is
a well-known Western Australian
writer and lecturer, says quite
frankly tliat this is his life-story,
from immigrant boy to poultry
farmer, from English lad to Australian citizen.
But he tells it, not as Bert
N'ickers, but in the person of
Owen Jukes, assisted migrant who
left England to get away from
the unemployment and poverty
there, the twin curses of his class
of work-proud artisans. With all
his personal belongings in a battered suitcase; some references
(his "characters" he called them),
and a couple of pounds in his
pocket; and in his heart the dream
of owning a piece of land and
growing something on it, he
stepped into the unknown and
found a new life. Later his parents
were to follow him, to feel lost
and defeated at first, but ultimately to win through to a sense
of belonging, just because they
would not admit failure to find
a place in this strange land.
From first page, outside the
Labour Exchange in Oldbury in
the Black Country of England, to
last, when Owen Jukes takes his
bride up the track between the
pine trees and they stand hand in
hand looking at the white hens
scratching in the sand, it can be
said that the events of this book
happened to its author. Though,
it is, then, an autobiography, it is
much more than that. It is a very
good example of an autobiographical novel where the author
has taken the main events of his
" For release in March.
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hfe and turned them into fiction.
In this way he has enriched the
whole fabric of his writing with
the stamp of genuine realism.
In its pattern (the things that
happened to one "Pommie" migrant, happened to so man\
others), and because of the hard
core of reality on which it is built,
around which it is woven, this
story has also a documentary quality. The form is narrative in the
first person, and the terse descriptions of Owen Jukes's experiences,
punctuated with short bursts of
dialogue, often monasyllabic, give
a pungency to situations and
events. It might bo a social or
case history, yet the emotions and
reactions of the characters are
always paramount preventing an\
feeling on the part of the reader
that this is merely a report.

of this aptitude of the author to
sketch a scene, set the characters
within it, and throw man against
nature, man against adversity, or
man against man. These conflicts
are highlighted against the constant struggle that the Jukes family
was waging all the time against
the strange conditions and habits
of their new environment.
One of the first pieces of powerful writing is the description of
the bushfire that gets a\\a\ after
the burning off on Robert Garth's
new farm, when Owen Jukes gets
his initiation into the hazards and
hardships of pioneering a wheat
farm in the outback. Then comes
the most poignant incident, one
likely to awaken memories in the
minds of all who have experienced
such events. This is the drought,
with the long drives into the sid-

rcvitH/

S E C T I O N

Mr. Vickers has commanded a
great economy of prose in his account of what befell Owen Jukes.
For example, within a page the
scene changes from the lost l)o\'
crying with the marsh birds as
his ship sails down the Thames in
a fog, to Jingiddy, a two-shop
town in the Wheatbelt of W. A.
in mid-summer. It is his introduction to a whole set of conditions that are as different as anything he could ever have imagined,
so diffe-rent that he just didn't
comprehend; different values, different emphases, different people
who spoke the same language yet
said things a raw boy from England didn't understand.
Three times the story rises to a
climax, leaving a vivid imprint on
the memory of the reader because

ing to cart water, brought by
train, and the one occasion when
the water runs out before all the
men can fill their tanks, and the
second train doesn't come for a
day, and the men just sit and wait
with despair eating their hearts
out. This is the history of our
land written by a man who up till
then didn't belong in its struggle.
but who learned through it something of the Australian characteristic of fighting against adversity.
This is the documentary writing.
The diird outstanding piece of
descriptive prose is the account of
the shearers' strike, when Owen
Jukes, by that time tempered in
the fire of hard fiving, stood with
the other shearers in his camp and
joined the Australia-wide stoppage
in the pastoral industry, to write
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a page in the industrial history of
his new land. By now he had
learned the meaning of "mateship" from the long association
with the shearers' teams on the
Gascoyne and the Murchison.
It is in his ability to show the
development of character that Mr.
Vickers rises to his greatest height
as a novelist, and sets the seal on
this his second novel, as his best
to date. All his characters arc
clearly etched. The portrait of his
father, "full of old buck, of pomp
and circumstances, with his spiked
moustache, challenging grey eyes,
so stifle and upright . . ." His
Mother, struggling always to maintain the niceties and comforts of
her home no matter what the difficulties. Each of them reacting
so differently to the buftetting of
fortune and fate, drawing closer
together with one another and
with their son as they come to the
hard times, and finding their solution to the problems of living on
Owen's plot of land, with his market garden, and his white leghorns.
As for Owen, he found tlie woman he wanted when he first arrived in the country, but had to
wait for time and circumstances
to mike H possible for them t:)
marry. He learned that in a newhard IUTKI "a m m lives on hope.
Next >"('ir's IIIA ays going to be
better, and it docs get a bit easier.
He thinks it's hard, but if he looks
back he does see a bit of progr(.'ss . . ." The most important
thing he reafised was that he had
found a land that was bigger than
himself, \el to which he belonged;
that men could fee! alone within
its spaces and yet feel with Lawson, whose songs he had heard
sung by man>' a campfire and in
the shearing sheds, that:
The

mateship horn in barrel,
lands.
Of toil and thirst and danger.
The camp-fare -for the wanderer
set.
The first place for the sfr<iuger.
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So this new novel by Pommieturned-Aussie Bert Vickers is all
three, autobiography, documentary
and novel. It will certainly find
its own special place in Australian
writing.
IRENE A. GREENWOOD.

Only
u^iii

tiwne
tell

rHt. TREE OF MAN. By Patrick
White. (Eyre and Spottiswoode.)
OiNLY time will tell whether The
Tree of Man recedes, as a leading
.Australian critic predicts, into perspective as "just another novel", or
whether, as in the opinion of
the New York Times critic, only
in retrospect will its magnitude be
fully realised. I can only say that
I felt I had lived this stor>' rather
than read it. Still after three
months the impression remains,
though I find myself wondering
whether the writer could not have
expressed his simple theme more
briefly without an)' loss of power.
At the time of reading, however,
I was carried along on the (juiet
flow of tile narrative.
1 have little doubt that this is
a tx)ok destined to become an important part of our literary tradition. It probes deep below the
surface to the inner lives of men
and \\omen, the emotions, se:]s:itions and dreams they e nmot express, either through diffidenee or
because they lack words in wiiieh
tp embody them. But although
intenseh', sometimes disarmingU'.
real and revealing, it is not a c;udc
book. It is full of the beauty and
poeti)' of nature, the turn of the
seasons and the p.'.ssing of the
years expressed in words that ring
as clear and true as the stockman's Condaiiiine bell.
It would he tedious if, as iniy
well happen, a number of writers
should attempt to imitate too f lithfully the style of Patrick White,
but most writing, like painting, is

to some extent derivative. White
himself no doubt owes much to
James Joyce, to O'Casey, perhaps
to Hemingway and Joyce Carey.
The critic who dismisses as "iUiterate" his often broken and unfinished sentences must surely dismiss
along with these the works of
many top ranking modern writers.
The actual story is relatively unimportant, as is the fact that it
has an Australian setting. The fives
of Stan and Amy Parker are uneventful. They are good people
who love and respect one another
and react simply to their friends
and acquaintances. The highlights
of their experience are a flood, a
fire and the births of their two
children—so eagerly welcomed to
mature rather disappointingly. Stan
goes to the war, comes b.ick and
life goes on. They grow old before
our eyes. Amy, first encoimtered
at a country dance, matures from
a thin girl in an "anxious blue
dress with the narri)w sish that
has been tied too many times", t i
the big, quiet, characterful matron
of her prime, and declines to the
' stout old woman "in her disguise
of time". It is a book for quiet
reading, to he savoured like poetry;
for Patrick White has done what
Stan Parker's grandchild dreams of
doing at the clost of the book:
So he would write a poem of
life, of all life, of what he did not
know hut knew. He went hack to
the house in whicli his grandfather
had died, taking with him his
greatness which was still a secret.
One feels the stor> to be an expression of the writer's faith in the
intrinsic dignity and nobility of
man at his best. "Ant man and ant
woman" may cower before the
hurricane, shrivel in the face of
t!ie fire, may he riddled with human \( eaknesses and folly, but the)'
have their moments of power and
even of glory. They have the
divine gifts of laughter, of love
and passion, and through them'life
WESTERLY

lives on so that 'in the end there
is no end.' "
M.\RY DURACK.

First
novel
hy Jf. Mi. Stotr
A HAUNTED LAND.

Stow.
1956.

By

(Macdonald.)

Randolph

London

MOST readers of this magazine are
familiar with Randolph Stow's
poetry and those who have read
A Haunted Land will realize that
as with his poetry, Mr. Stow has
drawn his inspiration from literature and scarcely at all from life.
Many critics have suggested thrt
Mr. Stow has added nothing to
Australian literature in so far as
that Uterature draws its inspiration from local experience. Place
A Haunted Land beside Keep Him
My Country and this becomes obvious.
But I am sure it was not Nh-.
Stow's intention to write an Australian novel with its usual emphasis on the scene rather than on
the individual. As with Patrick
White, "his theme . . . is centred
in exceptional and
individual
character.' But Mr. Stow has gone
a step further by deliberately
avoiding
the
drought-flood-fire
motif which
dominates
many
novels which aim at being Austrahan. For once the scene is fully
subordinated to character. The
station setting is chosen merely
because it is familiar to him and
because its relative isolation and
ruggedness reinforce the theme.
And the station characters are the
antithesis of those typical Australians in Keep Him My Country.
These really are exceptional and
individual characters who are
carefully designed to enact the
love-hate-idolatory theme which
Mr. Stow has chosen for them.
This is brilliantly developed and
pithily summed up in Andrew
Maguire's brooding:
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Even more torturing to see her
for a moment physically present,
speaking, thinking
through
the
bodies of her children. Just for a
second to find her, in Martin's
earnestness, in Nick's dreaminess,
in Patrick's impetuosity,
Anne's
irreverence, Adelaide's quiet sympathy.
The inspiration from literature
is obviously Wuthering
Heights,
although Shakespeare's tragedies
are echoed in the more dramatic
scenes. Hemingway, too, has influenced his style as in:
For a moment she was deep in
the violence of nature and the fox
was all passion and fury that had
ever been in the earth, the judge.
the destroyer, the lover, the god,
fierce and cruel and selfless and all
made of love.
Superficially, this coidd be considered mere imitation, but there
is more to it than that. Mr. Stow
is primarily a poet and, like T. S.
Eliot, his own work 'bears everywhere evidence of how his reading has been carried alive into his
mind' and has developed his conception of poetry and fiction 'as a
living whole of all that has ever
been written'. Yet we must remember that no work of art is
valuable unless it can give us a
new insight into nature, human or
otherwise. And this insight can
only be clear and sympathetic if
the author is drawing his inspir.ition from his own experience and
the experience of others around
him. His characters will then begin to glow with passion and
vitality; die>- will in fact 'come
alive'.
Occasionally Mr. Stow's characters do not fulfil these demands;
sometimes they seeni to be puppets of the theme and not living
personalities. Until Mr. Stow can
draw freely from hfe and only use
his literary knowledge to give
added richness and perspective to
his characters, the)/ will always

remain so. Nevertheless liis approach to writing is more mature
than many of his contemporaries.
In realising that the 'Bush Legend'
is now only a dream and a nostalgia and that its possil^ilities
have been too thoroughly explored, he shows sound common
sense. The author has chosen to
portray
exceptional
individuals
v/ith big problems. Perhaps one
could argue that Toinmy Cross or
Andrew Maguire are a little too
exceptional and a little too bizarre; that there are not? sufficient
mundane characters to highlight
the tragedy of the Maguires. This
would account for the rather weird
atmosphere of the story, and the
continued high pitch of emotional
tension. In creating this Mr. Stow
has drawn freely on his delightfully sensitive imagination and his
formidable fund of technical skills.
His only technical blunder was to
adopt, quite unnecessarily, the
flashback technique for the introduction.
Nevertheless this novel, together
with The Tree of Man, would
seem to herald the coming of age
of Australian literature. At last
the gum trees, the drovers, the
droughts and the bushfires are no
longer going to be thrust before
our eyes as the essence of Australian life. Now the scene is subordinated to character and must
only play the role of environment
and atmosphere. These new Australian writers are attempting to
combine European literature with
Australian experience, and while
they have not been completely
successful, they have at least
pointed the way for this type of
writing.
XVARWICK M. WILSON.

"Tike

Doll"

'IHE SUMMER OF THE SEVENTEENTH

DOLL, by Ray Lawler.
T H E STORY concerns a Carlton
barmaid named Ofive. For six-
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Outstanding Releases from

'Phillips' and 'Deusche'
BACH
The Six Brandenburg Concert!.
(Basle Chamber Orch. condj. Paul Sacher.)

A.00214/5L
A.00719R

BEETHOVEN
A.00718R.
18 1 3 U P M .

Concerto No. 4 in G Major Op. 58.
(Cor De Groot, piano & Wiener Symphonlker.)
Concerto No. 5 in E flat Op, 73. (Emperor.)
(Wilhelm KempfT, piano & Berlin Phil. Orch.)

BRAHMS
18 199LPM.
A.00195L

MOZART
18 143LPM.
17 014LPE

Concerto for violin and orch, in D Major Op. 77.
(David Oistrach & Dresden State Orch.)
Variations & Fugue for piano on a theme of Handel
Op. 24.
Variations on a theme of Paganini Op. 35.
(Abbey Simon, piano)
Piano Concerto in D Major (Coronation)
(Carl Seeman & Berlin Phil. Orch.)
Don Giovanni Excerpts including Overture.

Hi^li Fidelity Recordings by the lenin^rad Philharmonic Orch.
RACHMANINOV
18 327LPM.

Symphony No. 2 in E Minor Op. 27.

TCHAIKOVSKY
18 332LPM.
18 333LPM.
18 334LPM.

Symphony No. 4 in F Minor Op. 36.
Symphony No. 5 in E Minor Op. 64.
Symphony No. 6 in B Minor Op. 74.

AVAILABLE FROM THE RECORD CENTRE

p(»^Vs<^
PERTH
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FREMANTLE

KALGOORLIE

BUNBURY
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teen years she and a friend have
made "home and hearth" for two
cane-cutters spending the lay-ofl^
season in the city. Before the play
opens on the Seventeenth Summer,
Olive's friend marries a salesman.
Olive, who regards this as treachery, waits for her lover.
TO her the relationship with Roo
is one of great beauty. She compares their unbroken harmony,
their loyalty to one another
through years of separation and
reunion, with the ups and downs
of married life, and stoutly defends the liaison from the criticisms of conventional friends. She
is confident that every svimmer
with Roo will be as perfect as the
first.
However great her integrity, her
unrealistic attitude forbodes disaster; nothing on earth can escape
change. The lovers age, and age
comes more seriously to the canecutter than to most people. Roo
is accustomed to the migratory
life. He is sustained, through hard
labour in the sun, by pride in his
skiU and physical strength, and his
contempt for the life of the factory
worker in cold, dreary cities.
Worried and anxious, Roo falls
out with his mate, Barney. He
tries desperately, through days of
inevitable friction and unhappiness, to keep intact his relationship
with Olive, but the woman, imprepared for conflict, loses faith in
their love. She cannot understand
his offer of married life together
in the city, and in the final scenes,
his gentleness and depth of feeling
is quite lost on her. There can be
no reconciliation.
Such a story is a real challenge to the dramatist. He has to
imply the finer qualities of character in scenes where unusual stress
brings out the worst. He has to
give reasons for statement and
action which lie in the past, or
about which the characters can say
very little. Olive and Roo are "inarticulate" not because they are
WESTERLY

unable to tliink or express themselves—as one critic suggests, apparently unmoved by Olive's flights
of poetic fancy concerning dolls
and eagles—but because in these
circumstances they are bound to
rationalise and prevaricate. The
Seventeenth Summer was no time
for cool, logic or eloquence.
So natural is the scene in the
Carlton house that it is only on
reflection that one realises how
well the playwright has h^ adled
these difficulties. What caniiot be
said, we see. One glance at the
kewpie dolls and we know a great
deal about Olive and the sixteen
summers. The only character who
can comment explicitly on the state
of affairs in the house is OHve's
mother. The people about her
change and do not see the change,
or think about the future. She, an
old lady, like a tidemark in a
rising sea, bears witness to it all.
Most of the time she holds her
tongue as she takes things in, her
feelings warm and deep behind a
shell hardened by a hard life; but
there comes a time when she discusses Olive with Roo. For one
brief moment the light breaks
through the storm clouds and we
see the wreck and the rocks—
clearly, as the old lady sees them.
(Act m . So. II.)
Perhaps the author did not realise how effectively he explains the
situation through the five main
characters, and the use of visual
imagery like the dolls. We hear
about the dolls too often and see
rather too much of Bubba and
Dowd, the young people falling
in love. There is more poignancy
in the contrast between Olive's
ideas and the situation in which
she is involved than in the more
obvious and redundant comparison between the middle-aged lovers and the youth's romance with
"the girl next door". Once or twice,
too, Bubba philosophises on the
crisis in a most improbable manner. This tendenev to over-state-

ment is one flaw in a play essentially dramatic and realistic. The
climax, the breaking of the dolls,
is the work of a fine craftsman,
and poet.
Only a poet, and a man who
knows the essential tragi-comedy
of life, could achieve this fine balance of light and shade. Before
our eyes is a drab house, argument
and deception. In imagination we
are taken through space to the
rugged beauty of work up North,
and through time to the pleasures
of the sixteen .summers. Finally,
behind lost tempers and caustic
jibes, we see in Roo and Olive and
the old lady good people with life
against them: Roo and Olive sincere and disinterested in their love
for one another, and the generous
old lady sad at heart because she
can do nothing to help them.
It is this evocative quality that
makes The Summer of the Seventeenth Doll a fine play. It might
be enjoyed—or perhaps disliked—
for its colourful characters, fights.
and crude wit. But like all good
plays its strength is in the unstated, the familiar thoughts and
human sympathy it evokes in the
audience which looks for life.
B. NOLDT.

The
of

t-ontiny
Quadrant

QUAURANT (Australian Committee
for Cultural Freedom).
THE FrasT publication of the literary quarterly Quadrant shows how
badly Australia needs literary journals which are either purely literary or dedicated to the uncommitted and independent conscience. Quadrant has turned out to
be as arrogant, intolerant, and aggressive as many of us had feared
it might. Its saving grace, if it
could be called such, is that its
political intentions are dragged in
naively and transparently—a dash
of sensational Sunday journalism
from the press writer, Dennis
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Warner, in an article entitled as
usual "The Communist Conspiracy
in Asia":an editorial that exhibits
the arrogance and thuggishness of
the ideological bodgie.
A look at Quadrant made me
feel relieved that Australia has
Meanjin, Overland, Southerly, and
perhaps in due course Westerly.
These are desperate words, and
I must put the reader "in the picture", otherwise it might well appear that I am merely attitudinising.
Quadrant is the child of the
"Congress for Cultural Freedom".
The editor is Mr James McAuley,
a convert to the Roman Catholic
Church and a principal contributor
to the Jesuit quarterly Twentieth
Century.
The intentions of the
Congress for Cultural Freedom are
simple and well-known enough.
By and large it restricts itself to
a milijtant ideological anti-communism: that is fair enough. One
may not agree with its approach
to the problem, its methods, but
it is a perfectly legitimate manifestation in a democratic society.
But the writings of James McAuley in the period immediately
preceding the launching of Quadrant have exhibited a subtle change
of stress from the direct anti-Soviet
viewpoint. He is obsessed more
with hatred for liberals, with a
small I, people with imcommitted
minds and pragmatic consciences.
He said as much in the December
19.56 issue of The Free Spirit in
claiming that his new journal
would not be narrowed into a
fixation on anti-communism, but it
was also not "going to exemplify
or promote that ideal, of a completely colourless, odourless, tasteless, inert and neutral mind which
some people mistake for liberalism.
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It does not appear that much
material will appear in Quadrant
which does not reflect the angry
tendeptiousness of its editor !
The principal enemy would appear to be Meanjin which, for all
its faults and failings, its vague
leftism, has made tremendous contributions to a tolerant and humane
concept of Austrahan letters (including the frequent publication
of writings by Mr. McAuley). He
continues: "Australia has in Quadrant something it badly needs, a
varied and readable journal of arts
and ideas based on libertarian
principles and not imprisoned in
the lost fellow-traveller's demoralising dream". There is little doubt
that this is a declaration of war
against Meanjin.
But the complete statement of
Mr McAuley's obsessions is to be
found in the Winter 1956 issue of
Twentieth Century.
His obscure
article defines secular modernism
as the Great Enemy. Extreme
modernism is represented by atheistic totalitarianism — Communism
and Nazism. But McAuley is much
more
concerned with
another
group, "implicated, often fascinated and drawn along" by the
values of extreme modernism, and
these are "the modernists of yesteryear". It is on these people that
Mr McAuley vents an micontrolled
fury and he names them in a
flurry of isms as "the tendencies
represented by the terms liberalism, positivism, naturalism, agnosticism, materiahsm,
pantheism,
"panvitalism, secularism, nationalism,
socialism,
progressivism".
Pheww ! !
As far as Australia is concerned,
and to my personal relief, for I
feel I am guilty of at least one of
these isms, the author concedes
one thing. They do not represent
"pure demoniac evil, which is rare

amongst us". I am at least thankful for t h a t !
But I, and perhaps some of my
readers, are excluded from making any primary contribution to
Australian life today, for the
author continues: "A more plenary
Cathohcism is sending its rays
deep into the tissues of the surrounding seculu- civilisation (in
Australia); and this emergence is
the primary fact in Awstralian life
today" (my italics).
And he then continues with an
examination of the Australian hterary scene in a language that strikes
one damned reader as graceless
and tasteless. Bernard O'Dowd is
called "a cloaca maxima into which
flowed all the ideological drivel of
nineteenth century deism, pantheism, nationalism, socialism, democratism, and the rest". The
Jindyworobaks, the Roland Robinson school of poets, are not my cuj)
of tea. In my condition of tepid
liberahsm, however, I respect them.
For Mr McAuley they are off their
rockers. He describes those "afflicted with the disease of cultural
nationalism seeking substitute religious gratifications in the pantheistic embrace of an Australian
Erdgeist, gr who are in other ways
ideologically deranged".
And so on.
This may not directly give you
an idea of the first issue of Quadrant, but it explores the surrounding intellectual climate, and enables the reader to set the magazine into its perspective.
Contrary to Mr McAidey, I feel
deeply that the traditions of humane liberalism, in letters, politics, and international affairs, must
be defended and preserved in the
modern world. Long live Meanjin,
Overland, Southerly . . . . and
Westerly.
MAX HARRIS.
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